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Abstract

This research is an ecologic study investigating the association between

mammography utilization and breast cancer incidence in Hawaii with the

hypothesis that geographic areas with high mammography rates have higher

breast cancer incidence rates than geographic areas with low mammography

rates. Insurance claims for mammograms received during 1992/93 were

combined with breast cancer incidence data from the state-wide Hawaii Tumor

Registry, the 1990 Census ZIP File, and death records. Insurance claims data

were obtained from four private and three public health plans and covered

approximately 85% of the state's female population age 40 years old and older.

Age-specific breast cancer incidence rates for each of the 79 ZIP code areas

were regressed on mammography rates and selected demographic variables

using both multiple linear and multiple logistic regression.

An estimated 42% of women 40 years old and older had received at least one

mammogram during the study period 1992 to 1993, with the highest rate (45%)

in women 50 to 64 years old. Overall, 23% of the variation in age-specific breast

cancer incidence was associated with mammography utilization, another 23%

with age, and 4% with educational attainment. The relation between

mammography use and breast cancer incidence was strongest for women 50 to

64 years old and weakest for women 40 to 49 years old. Mammography
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utilization predicted 17% of the variance in localized disease, but very little of the

variance of in situ or advanced disease. Neither mammography utilization nor

demographic variables were found to be good predictors of geographic variations

in breast cancer mortality in Hawaii.

In summary, geographic areas in Hawaii with high mammography utilization

experienced higher breast cancer incidence rates than areas with low

mammography utilization. The size of this effect was consistent with the increase

in breast cancer rates observed since the mid-eighties, supporting the

hypothesis that the increase in breast cancer incidence is attributable to

screening and early detection. However, the long term increase in breast cancer

incidence requires alternate explanations.
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Introduction

While mortality ,rates for breast cancer in the United States have remained

constant during the last twenty years, breast cancer incidence rates have

increased since the first tumor registry was established in Connecticut in 1935.

The gradual increase of 1% per year observed since the 1930s turned into an

annual 4% increase during the 1980s when mammography screening became

widely available. This led to the hypothesis that increased mammography

utilization was partly responsible for the increased numbers of breast cancer

cases detected. Because breast cancer has become the most common cancer,

and one of the most feared diseases among women, it is crucial to determine to

what extent the recent increase is an artefact produced by changing screening

practices. If the increase cannot be explained by changes in mammography

utilization, a rigorous search for other causes needs to be initiated. In this

research project, geographic variations in mammography rates and breast

cancer incidence rates were studied to estimate what part of the recent increase

in breast cancer incidence may be attributable to increased mammography

utilization.

The hypothesis to be tested was that geographic areas with high mammography

utilization have both higher breast cancer incidence rates and a larger proportion

of cases diagnosed at an early stage of disease than do geographic areas with
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low mammography utilization. The comparison of areas with different levels of

mammography utilization rates will provide a quantitative estimate of the effect

that increased mammography utilization may have had on breast cancer

incidence.

The objectives of this ecologic study were:

1. To determine mammography utilization rates for 1992/1993 by age group

and geographic area in Hawaii.

2. To identify demographic characteristics of areas with low mammography

utilization rates.

3. To associate mammography utilization in 1992 and 1993 with breast

cancer incidence in 1992 and 1993 on the smallest geographic levels for

which data were available (ZIP code areas).

4. To determine the association between mammography utilization and

tumor stage at diagnosis for breast cancer cases diagnosed in 1992 and

1993.

5. To develop a database that would allow time trend analyses of the impact

of mammography on Hawaii's breast cancer incidence and mortality rates

and to evaluate prevention efforts.

6. To illustrate the use of insurance claims data for surveillance and

prevention.
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Background and Literature Review

Etiology ofBreast Cancer

During many years of research, several risk factors for breast cancer have been

identified. A recent review1 provides a good summary table of all established and

suspected risk factors. Reproductive risk factors2
, such as age at menarche and

age at menopause, parity, age at first live birth, and lactation, are the most

widely accepted determinants of breast cancer risk. Several of these factors are

even used in individual risk assessment3• Body size, diet\ and alcohol

consumptionS have been studied extensively and may explain some geographic

differences in breast cancer risk. Hormone replacement therapy6 and oral

contraceptive use7 have been suspected as carcinogens that may lead to breast

cancer but results are inconclusive. It appears that if exogenous hormones have

an effect on breast cancer risk, that effect must be small. The recent

identification of two inherited genes with germ line mutations (BRCA1 and

BRCA2)8 explains the long-known fact that having a first degree relative with the

disease is a major risk factor for a small proportion of women.

Since very few of these risk factors can be modified through interventions, it has

been difficult to develop effective primary prevention strategies against breast

cancer. Efforts to prevent breast cancer currently center around dietary

interventions1,9,1o, such as a low fat diet high in fruits and vegetables, exercise,
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weight loss, and anti-estrogen administration11 to women at high risk for breast

cancer. Most of these regimens are still under investigation and it is unclear what

percentage of breast cancer might actually be prevented. Therefore, early

diagnosis through mammography and regular breast exam remain the major

strategies to decrease morbidity and mortality from breast cancer12•

A longitudinal study using data from the first National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey (NHANES 1)13 estimated population attributable risk at 41 %

for well established breast cancer risk factors, such as late age at first live birth,

nulliparity, first-degree family history, and higher socioeconomic status.

According to the same report, including age at menarche, age at menopause,

and exposure to radiation would increase the proportion of explainable risk to 45

55%. Unfortunately, this study was small (193 cases) and did not include

information on other suspected risk factors such as alcohol consumption and

dietary fat intake.

One of the current controversies in carcinogenesis revolves around the question

of whether exogenous substances have a direct mutagenic effect on the

genomic material or whether they act through indirect mechanisms. It has been

suggested14 that increased cell division as a result of cell damage by hormones,

toxic chemicals, infectious agents, drugs, or irritation makes cells more

susceptible to errors occurring during gene replication. That means that these
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agents do not act as mutagens, but that their effect on cell division increases the

likelihood of a cell being transformed into a cancer cell. Some breast cancer

researchers consider endogenous hormones the primary cause of increased cell

division and therefore cancer. Henderson and Pike15
-
17 strongly argue that the

incidence of hormone-related cancers, such as breast, ovarian, endometrial, and

prostate cancer, is primarily determined by endogenous hormone levels.

Exogenous factors such as diet and exercise are thought to act through

modification of endogenous hormone levels. The argument is partly based on

the observation that around 50 years of age a distinct slowing in the rate of

increase in the incidence of breast cancer occurs, whereas non-hormone

dependent cancers increase exponentially with age15. The loss of ovarian

function18 is hypothesized to change the slope of the curve after menopause. In

Japan, where breast cancer incidence is much lower than in Western countries,

the rate of increase in breast cancer incidence after menopause is much smaller

than in Western countries15
•

An alternative theory claims that exogenous agents such as pesticides with

hormone-like actions are responsible for a major proportion of breast cancers.

The proponents of this hypothesis19 argue that only 30% of breast cancer cases

can be attributed to traditional risk factors, and that elimination of xeno-estrogens

such as organochlorines and PCBs would prevent significant numbers of breast

cancer. The sample sizes in the limited number of studies exploring chemical
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exposures were insufficient and their inconclusive results are difficult to

interpret2o
•
22

•

Breast Cancer Incidence and Mortality

International comparisons of breast cancer incidence rates23 show a sixfold

difference. Not all of this variation appears to be genetically determined. For the

time period 1983-1987, breast cancer incidence was highest for U.S. Whites and

Native Hawaiians, with approximately 100 annual cases per 100,000 women of

all ages (age-adjusted to world standard population). Age-adjusted incidence

rates in Japan, China, Thailand, India, and Africa are often below 20 per 100,000

(age-adjusted to world standard population). Age-adjusted incidence rates for

Afro-Americans are closer to rates for American Whites than to rates for Africans

living in Africa. The same is true for women with Japanese ancestry living .in the

United States (64 vs. 25 per 100,000). Changes in reproductive behavior,

nutrition, and endocrine status have been modeled and found to be predictive of

the change in breast cancer incidence across countries15
,24. These kinds of

models are based on the concept that breast cancer incidence does not increase

proportionally with age but rather with breast tissue age raised to the power 4.5,

and that breast tissue age is associated with exposure of breast tissue to ovarian

hormones.
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As in most Western countries, breast cancer is the most common cancer among

women in Hawaii: in 1993, 672 new cases were diagnosed (plus 115 in situ

cases), an annual incidence rate of 102 invasive cases per 100,000 women of all

ages (age-adjusted to the 1970 U.S. population). The Hawaii age-adjusted

breast cancer incidence rates (table 1, figure 1) have been increasing since

1960, gradually at first and then more rapidly between 1983 and 1987. The

changes in rate were positive in most years (figure 2). Comparing breast cancer

incidence rates by stage at diagnosis (figure 1) shows that most of the increase

in incidence was due to localized tumors, especially the rapid increase between

1983 and 1987. The rate of in situ cancers increased less than the rate of

localized cancers. Cancers that spread to distant locations increased very little

and proportionately their numbers decreased. Examination of age-specific breast

cancer incidence rates between 1980 and 1993 (figure 3) indicates that rates for

women under 45 years of age have remained unchanged, that rates for women

45 to 54 years have increased slightly, and that rates for women older than 55

years have nearly doubled.

In Connecticut, where the first cancer registry in the United States was

established in 1935, and in the SEER program25
, which started collecting data in

1973, the same trend as in the Hawaii data has been observed. The Connecticut

data26 show an annual increase of 0.85 cases of breast cancer per 100,000

women between 1940 and 1980 (56.3 to 91.1 per 100,000), and an annual
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increase of2.3 per 100,000 between 1980 and 1986 (91.1 to 105 per 100,000).

The SEER data look similar: an annual increase of 3.4 cases of breast cancer

per 100,000 women between 1980 and 1986 (84.8 to 104.9 per 100,000)27. The

increase was mostly due to an increase of in situ and localized cases among

women 50 and older. The 1974 spike followed by a slight dip observed in the

SEER and in the Hawaii data between 1976 and 1978 has been attributed to the

highly publicized breast cancer diagnoses of two prominent women, Betty Ford

and Happy Rockefeller.

In contrast to breast cancer incidence, age-standardized breast cancer mortality

rates in the United States have been comparatively constant at 26 deaths per

100,000 women of all ages25. Mortality rates for women younger than 50 years

old decreased from 7.0 to 6.2 per 100,000 between 1971 and 1988. For older

women, mortality increased from 88.4 to 93.0 per 100,000 during the same time

period28. The National Cancer Institute announced in February 1995 that breast

cancer death rates in the United States had declined for white women by 5.5%

between 1989 and 199229. For black women, the rates had increased by 2.6%

during the same time period. In Hawaii, approximately 100 to 130 deaths due to

breast cancer occur annually30, leading to a mortality rate of under 20 per

100,000 women (adjusted to the 1970 U.S. population).
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Ethnic differences in breast cancer incidence in Hawaii have been of great

interest23
•
31

• Research to explain these differences has focused on dietary and

physical factors32
• Hawaii's population includes persons of Hawaiian, Japanese,

Chinese, Filipino, and Caucasian ancestry. Incidence rates have been low in

Asian women, especially in women with Chinese and Filipino ancestry (figure 4).

However, mortality rates have been comparatively high for Filipino women.

Incidence rates for Caucasians and Hawaiians have both been high but mortality

rates for Hawaiians have been much higher than for Caucasians. Five-year

survival from breast cancer shows the same pattern, with Hawaiian and Filipino

women having the shortest life expectancy after diagnosis33 (figure 5). Japanese

women experienced the best survival rates. One explanation for this finding is

the higher proportion of cases among Filipina and Hawaiians that are diagnosed

at a late stage (figure 6). However, evan after adjustment for stage at diagnosis,

a substantial part of the survival differential remains to be explained33
•

Mammography Screening as Early Detection Tool

Mammography screening is considered beneficial because tumors can be

detected at a much smaller size, at which time curative treatment is more likely

to succeed. The best way to evaluate the effectiveness of screening

interventions is a randomized trial34 that provides evidence for a lower mortality

rate in the screening group. Several large randomized clinical trials, the New

York HIP study35, two Swedish studies36
,37, and a trial from the United Kingdom36
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have demonstrated that women 50 years and older who were screened

regularly, Le., once every 1-2 years, experienced a 30% reduction in breast

cancer mortality. A review12 summarizing eight prospective studies with internal

comparison groups, three case-control studies, and one study with external

comparison groups (Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Project), concluded

that screening is effective in lowering mortality in women 50 years old and older,

but not in younger women. In the Canadian National Breast Screening Study39,

the only trial designed specifically to study women younger than 50 years, the

screened women did not experience a reduction in mortality due to breast

cancer. In a study from the Netherlands40, not even the stage at breast cancer

diagnosis was positively influenced in screening for women 40 to 49 years old.

The issue of mammography guidelines for asymptomatic women between 40

and 49 years old has been controversial for several years. Interestingly,

proponents and opponents of screening women under 50 years of age interpret

the same body of literature to arrive at different conclusions. Based on several

articles by screening advocates41
-43, the American Cancer Society (ACS)44

upholds its recommendation of regular mammograms every two years starting at

age forty and performed annually thereafter. On the other hand, the National

Cancer Institute (NCI) issued a more cautious statement in 1993, recommending

that women 40 to 49 years old should talk to their health professional about

screening, taking risk factors into account. This decision was based on the
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findings of an International Workshop organized by NC145
,46 in February 1993 that

reviewed existing information on the effectiveness of mammography. Their meta

analysis of six trials looking at seven year mortality in screened women 40 to 49

years old found an overall relative risk of 1.08 (0.85-1.39). Only one trial, the HIP

study, showed a 25% decrease in breast cancer mortality in screened women 40

to 49 years old after 10 to 18 years follow-up. The NCI workshop interpreted the

data as showing no statistically significant mortality benefit of screening for

women 40 to 49 years old. Based on these findings, it was decided that NCI

could not recommend routine screening for this age group.

The lack of knowledge concerning the etiologic and natural history of breast

cancer is a serious problem when modeling its incidence. An interesting historic

analysis of breast cancer from a time when no effective treatment was available47

illustrated the variability in survival. The mean survival of 250 mostly-advanced

cases diagnosed between 1805 and 1933 at Middlesex Hospital in England was

three years. Approximately 18% survived 5 years and 4% were still alive after 10

years. Because so little is known about tumor growth, it is difficult to determine

the appropriate lead time to include into the statistical models. Lead time refers

to the time gained in treating a disease when detection occurs before the onset

of clinical symptoms, i.e., in the pre-symptomatic stage48
• Lead time bias is a

serious concern in the evaluation of all screening programs since it
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overestimates survival time due to the backward shift in the starting point for

measuring survival to the time of early detection.

As a result of a long-term follow-up study49, in which survival of cases detected

during screening was compared with survival of cases detected after screening,

it was possible to demonstrate that lead time gained is much shorter for women

35 to 49 years old (12-24 months) than for women 50 years old and older (3.5-4

years). From this point of view it might make more sense to recommend annual

screening for women under 50 years old and biennial exams for older women.

Length time bias, another serious problem in screening studies, refers to the fact

that less malignant tumors may grow at a slower rate and are thus more likely to

be detected by screening. Aggressive, fast growing tumors are more likely to

evade detection by screening. As a result, survival time for screen-detected

tumors tends to be longer than for spontaneously detected tumors.

Heterogeneity in tumor growth rates50 may account for the observation that

mammography screening is not equally effective in all populations. In Finland, it

was found that screen detected tumors were more likely to be small, to be lymph

node negative, and to show no signs of malignant potential (absence of estrogen

receptors, necrosis) in comparison to clinically detected tumors51
• The efficiency

of screening in saving lives may be lower than expected because of the low
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malignant potential of the screen-detected tumors, explaining why significant

reductions in mortality have not always been observed.

Effect ofScreening on Incidence Rates

Several researchers have attempted to estimate what proportion of the observed

increase in breast cancer incidence in the United States, if any, is due to

mammography screening. Data from Newcomb and Lantz52 summarize some of

the work in this area (table 2). All reports used an ecologic study design and

tumor registry data to model trends in breast cancer incidence. Mammography

screening was assessed either by telephone surveyor by medical records

review for a sample of breast cancer cases.

The first statistical model was presented by White53 using breast cancer

incidence data from Western Washington State and a three county population

survey to estimate mammography utilization. Overall, a 31% increase in breast

cancer incidence was observed between 1974 and 1987. Among women 45 to

64 years old, the increase in incidence was associated with local stage disease

only, and could be explained by participation in mammography screening.

However, in older women the observed increase in incidence rate was 57% with

a model-predicted increase of only 26%. For younger women, the observed

increase in rate was 29% and the predicted increase only 12%. Feuer4

explained this failure to predict the entire increase in older women as a result of
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using the same lead time for women of all ages, arguing that a longer lead time

for older women would improve the statistical model.

In a study from Portland, Oregon55
, researchers reported a breast cancer

incidence increase of 45% between 1960 and 1985, with the greatest increase

(74%) in women 60 years old and older. Even though the proportion of localized

disease increased from 50% to 58% and the proportion of regional stage disease

decreased from 42% to 32%, the total number of regional cancers still increased

by 21%. Of the 15.3% increase in overall breast cancer incidence since 1972,

the authors attributed only 4.5% of detected cases to screening, based on a

review of medical charts to estimate mammography utilization. In addition, they

found that most of the increase in incidence occurred in estrogen receptor

positive cancers, leading them to suggest that hormonal factors, not a change in

screening practices, may have been responsible for the increase in breast

cancer incidence.

In a study from Wisconsin56
, where breast cancer incidence rates increased by

28% between 1982 and 1988, most (74%) ofthe difference between observed

and expected breast cancer incidence rates in women 40 years old and older

could be explained by screening practices. This proportion was greater in

postmenopausal women than in premenopausal women. The excess cases were

mostly those with early stage disease. Assumptions about lead time,
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participation rates in screening, potential over-diagnosis, and detection rates

changed the model-predicted breast cancer incidence rates. The authors expect

a decline in breast cancer incidence once the rate at which women are being

screened begins to plateau, and a stabilization of the incidence rate on a level

not more than 5-7% greater than the rate observed before the increase started56
•

Liff et al.57 analyzed breast cancer cases from the SEER registry in Atlanta, for

which screening and clinical information had been obtained from medical

records. They found that 40% of the excess cases among Whites and 25% of

the excess cases among Blacks had been asymptomatic and detected through

mammography. The impact of screening on detection of breast cancer was

evident in the shift toward localized disease. The authors speculated that

heightened awareness and increased self-exams may have contributed to the

rising incidence of breast cancer.

A very sophisticated mathematical model developed at NCI54 that incorporated

differential lead time by age group, showed that similar increases in

mammography utilization will result in a larger increase in breast cancer

incidence among older women. From the authors' point of view, the entire

increase during the 19aOs could be explained by increased mammography

utilization, but the long-term secular trend in incidence observed since the 1930s

required alternate explanations.
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A later analysis of breast cancer incidence data from all SEER registries52

examined the increase in incidence from 82.4 to 112.4 per 100,000 women

between 1973 and 1987, with a subsequent slight decline in 1988 and 1989. In

just five years (1982 - 1987), breast cancer incidence had increased by 26%

(from 89 to 112.4 per 100,000), an increase not easily explained by biologic

mechanisms. The authors interpreted the small decline in breast cancer mortality

observed in 1990 as a first sign that mammography screening may have been

effective in preventing breast cancer related mortality.

The most recent publication on the subject58 concluded that the annual 1% long

term increase in breast cancer incidence was not well understood but may have

been due to changing risk factor patterns among consecutive birth cohorts.

However, the 4% annual increase between 1982 and 1987 was described as an

artefact attributable to early detection due to screening.

A different approach compared breast cancer incidence rates projected from

long-term trends in the Connecticut Tumor Registry with the supply of

mammography units in the United States27
• Predicted and observed rates in this

model fit fairly well, implying that the availability of screening could explain the

increase in incidence rates since 1982. Because of the long survival of breast

cancer patients in general, clear effects on the mortality rate may not be

observed until the year 2000. The same author28 argued that a change in risk
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factors for the disease could not have caused such an abrupt rise in incidence

over just a few years and that only a change in screening practices could explain

the sudden increase in rdtes. His view was supported by the fact that most of the

increase in incidence occurred among women 50 years old and older, the very

same population that was targeted for screening.

Since the increase occurring in the United States until 1980 was largely an age

cohort effect, i.e., breast cancer incidence was increasing primarily by age and

by successive cohort26
•
28

, it could be due to a change in reproductive factors,

such as age at menarche and menopause, age at first live birth, parity, or

possibly changing dietary patterns. This view is also supported by the

observation that breast cancer incidence rates in Japan, even though much

lower than in the United States, have been increasing at a similar rate as in the

West59
• In addition, a recently published study evaluating geographic differences

in U.S. breast cancer mortality rates60 concluded that a large proportion of the

excess breast cancer mortality in the Northeast, Midwest, and West of the United

States could be explained on the basis of regional differences in the prevalence

of recognized breast cancer risk factors and prognostic factors. Another ecologic

model61 was not able to explain the secular increase in incidence by childbearing

practices alone. However, this model was lacking other important risk factors.

Alternative theories that may explain the secular increase in breast cancer

incidence have been suggested and should be considered in future research,
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e.g., environmental agents19
, the use of oral contraceptives, and hormone

replacement therapy62.

The controversy over whether cancer incidence is increasing or whether early

and improved detection methods just identify more asymptomatic cancers is not

limited to breast cancer. One group of researchers63
-6

5 claimed that the incidence

of many types of cancer is rising due to unidentified exposures in the

environment, whereas others attribute most increases in cancer rates to

smoking, AIDS, sunlight exposure, and improved diagnosis66.

In summary, the following arguments support the hypothesis that the increase in

breast cancer incidence during the eighties was due to screening. First, a

temporal association between changes in screening practice and breast cancer

incidence was observed during the 1980s. Second, breast cancer incidence

increased mostly in age groups forwhich screening was recommended. Third,

the proportion of early stage and small tumors increased. Arguments against the

hypothesis concentrate on the observation that mortality and survival rates for

breast cancer have been fairly stable and on the wide-spread belief that

environmental exposures have been increasing dangerously. However, a

shortage of population-based data on the relation of screening practices and

breast cancer incidence has lead Shapiro67 to emphasize the importance of

developing more appropriate data systems with information on how tumors were
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detected, serving as tools to evaluate the effects of screening on breast cancer

incidence in the future.

Mammography in Hawaii

In 1991, the Hawaii legislature mandated insurance coverage for mammography

according to ACS guidelines. Therefore, over 90% of women in Hawaii, including

women 40 to 49 years old, should be able to receive regular mammograms at no

or at low cost. According to the 1993 Behavioral Risk Factor Survey System

(BRFSS) results, less than 70% of women 40 years old and older knew that their

health plan covered mammography screening. A survey among primary care

physicians in Hawaii68 indicated that 90% of them recommend annual screening

for women 50 years and older, but only 65% recommend screening in women 40

to 49 years old.

The number of mammography facilities in Hawaii steeply increased during the

1980s, especially between 1983 and 1987, when breast cancer incidence rates

also rose rapidly (figure 7). These facilities (one facility may have more than one

machine) are not evenly distributed throughout the state. In 1995, twenty-one

facilities were located inside the city of Honolulu, thirteen on Oahu outside

Honolulu, three on the island of Hawaii, two on Kauai, four on Maui, and one on

Molokai. The numbers have been fluctuating slightly since the federal

Mammography Quality Standard Act became law in 1994, requiring licensing for
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all facilities. Some facilities were closed down since then but new ones have also

opened.

Participation in mammography screening has been primarily assessed through

the Behavioral Risk Factor Survey System (BRFSS)69. According to this

federally-funded annual survey, participation in mammography screening has

been increasing gradually since 1987 when the question of mammography

participation was first asked (table 3). In 1993,81% of women 40 years old and

older reported that they had had a mammogram at least once in their life, and

71 % reported that they had had a mammogram during the last two years.

However, there are major limitations to this survey, especially the inaccuracy of

self-reports and potential selection biases due to the low participation rate. The

small sample size of approximately 1,000 women per year does not allow

geographic analysis for small areas and subgroups.

Mammography participation has been increasing70 more among women of higher

socioeconomic status with good access to health care than in lower income

women12,71. A special analysis of the BRFSS data for Hawaii indicated that

women who had a mammogram during the last two years were more likely to

reside on Oahu, to have some college education, to be married, to be between

50 and 60 years old, to have Caucasian or Chinese ancestry, to be retired, to

have visited a doctor during the last year, to suffer from hypertension, obesity, or
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high cholesterol levels, to have had a breast exam or pap smear during the last

two years, to consider themselves at risk for breast cancer, to have a health plan

covering most medical services, to have an active life style, and to have never

smoked or to be a former smoker. On the other hand, women who did not have a

mammogram during the last two years were more likely to be residents of Maui,

Molokai, or Lanai, to have less than a high school education, to be single or

divorced, to earn less than $15,000 per year, to be younger than 50 years old or

older than 70 years old, to have Hawaiian, Filipino, or Samoan ancestry, to be

self-employed or unemployed, to not use a seat belt regularly, to be a smoker, to

drink alcohol, to have a sedentary life style, to have no health plan, to be unsure

whether their health plan covers mammography, to not have seen a doctor

because of cost during the last year, to not have had a pap smear during the last

two years, to have no confidence in their doctor, to be not sure about breast

cancer risk, and to report a lack of social support.

According to another source of information on mammography utilization, a

survey conducted by the Radiation Branch of the Hawaii State Department of

Health72
, approximately 90,000 mammographies were performed in Hawaii each

year in 1990 and 1991, increasing substantially from 60,000 in 1988 and 75,000

in 1989. Based on these data, an average of 1.5 mammograms were received

by all women 40 years old and older in the state during the four year period 1988

to 1991.
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Insurance Claims Data in Epidemiologic Research

That billing information from insurance carriers, also called administrative data,

may contribute to epidemiologic research by providing more accurate information

on chronic conditions and health care utilization has been considered by

researchers for many years73
• Hawaii is an ideal place to conduct research using

insurance claims data for several reasons. Because of the state's island nature,

most health care is received within the state. Insurance coverage is high: less

than 5% of the population are estimated to be uninsured (table 4). Also, the

number of insurance carriers is relatively small. Insurance claims data have the

advantage of being economical since they are already collected and put into an

electronic format. They cover large segments of the population, allow follow-up,

. use standardized codes (ICD-974 for diagnosis and CPT75 for procedures), do not

need informed consent to be studied, and do not rely on subject recaW6
•

Whereas hospital discharge data have been frequently used in epidemiologic

research, such a selected data source did not allow morbidity studies of entire

geographic areas. Research among members of Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMO) has similar problems because an HMO usually does not

cover a distinct geographic area. Most published research related to insurance

claims comes from Medicare data77-79 or from Canadian data73.8o.81. Both health

insurance systems cover close to 100% of a population. Medicare covers most of
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the elderly population in the United States, while the Canadian health care

system covers 99% of the individuals living in a province.

The most abundant source of claims research is the Manitoba health insurance

program73,80,82. All residents of the Manitoba Province, Canada and most

physician and hospital services are included in the data base and can be linked

with vital statistics files and the provincial drug insurance program81 . Researchers

have demonstrated that it is possible to use the data base to develop an illness

scale82 that predicts death, hospitalization, or entry into a nursing home83; to

perform long-term follow-up after prostatectomy84; to assess the effectiveness of

the Papanicolaou smearS5
; to estimate age- and gender-specific incidence and

prevalence rates for diabetes8o; and to study health aspects of aging73.

With improved computer technology, Medicare claims data as collected by the

Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), part of the Department of

Health&Human Services, have become more accessible for research. In

particular, the linkage of Medicare claims data with SEER data made it possible

to investigate treatment patterns, costs, and medical outcomes related to

cancer77
• It allowed assessment of the role of screening practices in the

incidence of prostate cancer by analyzing the frequency and type of procedures

in patients diagnosed with prostate cancer78. Medicare claims data were found to

estimate accurately cancer incidence in areas covered by SEER registries86,
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making them a useful tool to estimate cancer incidence in areas not covered by

cancer registries and to explore patterns of cancer incidence all over the United

States. Hospital admission rates derived from Medicare claims data were

investigated for geographic patterns of respiratory disease and congestive heart

failure87•88•

Accuracy of coding in claims data is a problem, since information required for

reimbursement does not have to be as detailed as information to describe a

patient's morbidity status. Most of the problems described in the literature are

related to diagnostic codes79
, in particular to comorbidities89

• Miscoding because

of trailing zeros and the unqualified use of diagnoses such as "general

symptoms" or "unspecified" introduces major biases that can skew the picture

especially for rare conditions90
• Agreement in ICD-9 codes increases when 2

digit rather than 3-digit codes are used91
• Name changes and unrecorded deaths

may be a problem in follow-up studies92
, but overall follow-up is much easier than

in longitudinal studies since subjects do not need to be contacted. In eight years,

over 80% of the study population in Manitoba had been tracked without

contacting any individuals76
.

Some research has been performed utilizing Medicaid claims data. Bell et al.93

described a linkage of Medicaid claims with vital statistics records to study low

birth weight in infants. Individual health plans have attempted to define morbidity
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in their members94
, or to analyze comorbidities and cost of care for cancer

patients95
, Insurance claims data have also been considered as tools for the

assessment of quality of care, such as creating indicators summarizing

participation in screening programs, immunization programs, diagnosis or

treatment services. In a Medline search covering the years 1983 to 1995, no

publications using insurance claims data for research related to mammography

utilization or breast cancer were found.

Ecologic Study Design

Ecologic studies use data aggregated by group, primarily geographic areas such

as countries or counties, to explore possible relations between a disease and

one or several risk factors. In general, they are considered a less expensive and

less time-consuming alternative to epidemiologic studies with individuals as the

unit of observation because existing data files can be utilized and primary data

collection can be avoided96
• Well known examples of ecologic studies are the

relationship between the per capita fat consumption and mortality from coronary

heart disease or breast cancer with countries as the unit of analysis.

The role of ecologic studies has often been divided into hypothesis testing and

hypothesis generating97
, i.e., to discover new relations that have not been

described before. Morgenstern96 makes an alternate distinction. He contrasts the

function of ecologic studies to evaluate the effectiveness of population
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interventions, such as regulatory policies or educational programs, with their

hypothesis testing and generating roles. As an evaluation tool, the goal of an

ecologic study is to describe the impact of a collective action on disease rates.

In the context of ecologic studies, most investigators are well aware of the

ecologic fallacy, first described by Robinson98
, as the problem of making

inferences from the group level to the individual level. In fact, the ecologic fallacy

is a family of biases99 resulting from so-called aggregation and specification

bias96
•97 , also referred to as cross-level bias. Aggregation bias is due to the

grouping of individuals. Specification bias has been described as confounding on

the group level resulting from the differential distribution of risk factors among

groups or from unmeasured group properties. As Morgenstern96 stresses, cross

level bias may influence the ecologic association in either direction, but ordinarily

it exaggerates the magnitude of the true association on the individual level

because grouping by predictor, such as geographic closeness, controls for the

effects of other important, yet unmeasured risk factors, shared by all persons

living in an area, and thereby increases the variance explained by the statistical

model. Due to the ecologic fallacy, causal inference about individual events from

grouped data is difficult. In fact, associations may be reversed on the individual

level as compared to the ecologic level97
•
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Ecologic bias100 may also result from effect modification when exposure varies

across groups and changes the magnitude of the effect, e.g., if regional

differences in the quality of a screening procedure lead to regional variation in

the effectiveness of screening. This type of bias cannot be controlled through the

control of potential confounders.

To improve the quality of ecologic studies, it has been suggested that as many

variables as possible be added to specify the model completely and to use small

groups96. Also, homogeneity of small areas in respect to their predictor variables

increases intraclass correlation and enhances the value of ecologic studies97. On

the other hand, smaller more homogeneous groups have higher correlations

among predictors and increase bias due to collinearity96.

The fact that the literature on ecologic studies has concentrated so much on the

ecologic fallacy96,101.102 has given ecologic studies a worse image than they

deserve103-105. Basically, the problem that a causal relationship discovered in

group data may not be found when studying individuals within the group led to

the perception that ecologic studies are just poor substitutes for or crude

attempts at individual level studies with little or no value of their own. However,

ecologic studies have potential advantages that should not be ignored, in

particular in the areas of evaluation. As Poole103 highlighted in a recent editorial,

public health has been traditionally concerned with the health of groups; the
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reduction of health phenomena to an individual level without considering

community effects impedes progress in major areas of public health, such as in

the pandemic of cigarette smoking. Therefore, one authority concludes 104, "the

prime justification for the ecological approach in epidemiology is to study health

in an environmental context." Groups behave differently than the sum of their

individuals. Ignoring the "individualistic fallacy"97 that occurs when trying to

extrapolate from the relationship between variables on individuals to

relationships between groups may lead to false conclusions about a group. It

may be just as inappropriate to transfer results from the individual to the group

level as from the group to the individuallevel106
• Especially in the area of social

factors in disease etiology, group type variables are considered essential, and

the emphasis on the ecologic fallacy has hindered serious research105
• The

problem is extrapolating from one level to another, but each level has its own

important meaning. Individual-level analysis cannot capture interactions between

persons which are not only important in the transmission of infections but also in

understanding behavior in communities103
•

Two types of variables are important in ecologic studies104. Integral variables

affect most members of a group, e.g., latitude or altitude. Contextual variables

are derived from measured attributes of individuals within each group, but they

distinguish groups from one another and take added meaning in context, e.g.,

prevalence rates, and partly determine the risk of disease. Only ecologic studies
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have the ability to detect these contextual effects, in particular effects related to

social status, immunity, and education.

Exposure measurement for certain variables may actually be more accurate in

ecologic studies96,102 than in individual studies, especially when sensitive

information is required and study participants tend to misrepresent their

behavior, e.g., alcohol consumption. In an attempt to correct some major

misconceptions about ecologic studies, it has been suggested10S that individual

studies suffer from some biases that ecologic studies are able to avoid, such as

response and recall bias. In regards to the relation between diet cancer, the

importance of international comparisons has been emphasized107 since the long

term assessment of fat intake may be more accurate using consumption data for

populations than individual dietary assessment tools fraud with measurement

error.

Grouping in ecologic studies controls for confounders that could not be

measured in individual studies. In this sense, group studies are not just

substitutes for individual studies but an alternative to examine unique variables

not measurable on the individuallevel10s
• An aggregated variable may measure a

different construct than the same variable on the individual level. For example, in

Durkheim's famous study about Protestants and suicide in Prussia108
, the

individual variable "being a Protestant" has a completely different meaning from
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the group variable "percent of Protestants in a community", a variable that

incorporates a variety of information related to the community, such as social

structure and group interactions109
• Another example showing the difference of

constructs in individual and ecologic studies, are the variables "low income"

versus "living in a poor neighborhood".
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Materials and Methods

This research project investigated the association between mammography

utilization and breast cancer in Hawaii by combining insurance claims data,

cancer registry information, census data, and vital records data on a population

level. The study population consisted of all women resident in the state of Hawaii

who were 40 years old or older in 1992. Hawaii's population is multiethnic; the

majority of the population is of Asian and Pacific Islander descent. Data on

mammography utilization for 1992 and 1993 were collected from three public and

four private health plans offering health insurance in Hawaii. Together they

covered approximately 85% of women 40 years old and older and close to 100%

of women 65 years old and older. Breast cancer incidence data for 1992 and

1993 were obtained from the Hawaii Tumor Registry, a part of the Surveillance,

Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program. Strict confidentiality of data

was maintained at all times; all personal identifiers were removed from the

records and no personal contact with study subjects was initiated.

Study Design

An ecologic study design with ZIP code area as the group unit of observation

was used for this project. The facts that insurance claims data and tumor registry

data did not have names or social security numbers and that census data are

aggregated by geographic area determined the choice of an ecologic study
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design. Methodological considerations also favored this type of study design.

Ecologic studies allow the evaluation of an intervention on disease occurrence

for the entire population. ZIP codes were chosen as the smallest geographic unit

in which subjects resided because they were part of all data bases involved. The

number of women 40 years old and older residing in a ZIP code area varied

between 24 and 14,300 with a mean of 2,900 and a median of 1,067 women.

Census tracts have the advantage that they are more uniform in population size.

However, it would have been necessary to obtain street addresses from health

plans in order to determine census tracts for each patient. Because of

confidentiality concerns on the part of the insurance carriers, this was not

feasible.

According to the hypothesis that mammography utilization may influence breast

cancer incidence, mammography rates as percentage of women in a ZIP code

area who received at least one mammogram during the two year period of the

study was considered the independent variable and breast cancer incidence in

women 40 years old and over residing in a geographic area was considered the

outcome variable. Demographic variables, such as ethnicity, education, and

household income, have to be considered potential confounders of the

association between mammography utilization and breast cancer incidence,

since they are related to both breast cancer risk and screening behavior. Health

records usually do not contain information on socioeconomic status, educational
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attainment, or ethnicity. To overcome this lack of information, census data have

been commonly used110 by linking residential addresses with census records and

assigning socioeconomic measures of the census unit to the individual residing

in the area. This method assumes that the individual reflects the social

characteristics of the area in which he or she resides. In Hawaii, this

methodology has been successfully used on a census tract leveI33.111. The

percentage of the population living in each ZIP code area with an annual

household income below $30,000 and the percentage of persons 25 years old

and older with any college education were used as social indicators in this study.

Study Population

Due to its island nature, Hawaii can be considered a "closed system". With few

exceptions, the resident population receives all health care within the state in a

limited number of health care facilities. All 227,331 women 40 years old and

older in 1992, as estimated by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, were part of the

study. The military population is part of this count, but according to the 1990

census112
, only 3.4% of all women were active military or veterans.

The insured population in Hawaij113 is estimated at 96%. The insurance market

(table 4) is dominated by HMSA, a Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurer, and Kaiser

Permanente, an HMO. These two companies also cover 30% of the Medicare

population (a total of 149,000 persons) through prepaid enrollment contracts with
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the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). Cost contract plans with the

Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurer covered 29,495 Medicare recipients and risk

contracts with the HMO another 13,400 individuals in 1995.

Since Hawaii has a multiethnic population, a variety of ethnic groups are

included in this research project. Two different sources (table 5) have been used

to estimate the ethnic composition and distribution of Hawaii's population:

census data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Hawaii Health

Surveillance Program (HSP)114. HSP, modeled after the National Health Survey,

randomly samples 1-2% of all households state-wide115, For the purposes of this

project, census information on ethnicity had to be used because HSP does not

have information on a ZIP code level.

Strict confidentiality about the identity of all women was maintained at all times

by managing and analyzing data without identifiers. The insurance claims data

did not contain names or other personal identifiers. Research proposals were

submitted to all agencies providing data, to the Internal Review Board at the

HMO, and to the University of Hawaii's Committee on Human Studies. All

procedures in this study adhered to the policies of the above review boards and

agencies. Individuals were not contacted or referred to in any identifiable way.

Therefore, there was no risk to study subjects.
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Data Sources

Insurance Claims

Mammography utilization data for this project were provided by Blue Cross/Blue

Shield, Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services

(CHAMPUS), two small private insurers, Medicaid, and Medicare. As an HMO,

Kaiser does not produce insurance claims but maintains records of appointments

making it possible to extract all visits for mammograms. Unfortunately, all

companies have storage policies that do not allow automatic claims data retrieval

beyond a certain time period, usually between 18 and 24 months. Therefore, it

was impossible to retrieve all mammography claims since 1990 as originally

planned. HCFA only started storing 100% of all Medicare outpatient claims in

1991. Kaiser had data available since January 1992 for Oahu and since July

1992 for the other islands (primarily for Maui). One of the small insurers could go

back to July 1993 only. All companies and institutions except the Civilian Health

and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) charged for the

costs of preparing the data sets. The private companies charged between

$1,000 to $2,000, and HCFA charged $7,000 for the Medicare data.

Typical data elements of insurance claims used for this project included patient

information (account & member number, sex, birth date, and zip code of

residence), encounter information (date of service, up to five diagnostic (ICD-9)74

codes, and five procedure (CPT)75 codes), and provider information (provider 10
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and specialty). This study did not utilize any identifying or financial information.

For most health plans, encrypted account numbers were used to track women

over the two year period. Therefore, it was impossible to identify any individuals,

and complete confidentiality was maintained at all times. Any mammogram that

may have been paid for by more than one health plan would have been counted

twice, since duplicates could not be eliminated by name. Data were collected for

an estimated 85% of the state's population (figure 8). Information could not be

obtained for those mammograms paid out-of-pocket or by mainland insurers, or

those mammograms received at Tripier Army Medical Center by the active

military and their families and not filed with CHAMPUS.

Besides CPT codes, additional procedure codes are used by some health plans

for reimbursement purposes. On inpatient claims, ICD-9 procedure codes are

used, institutions utilize a set of codes from HCFA, and some health plans have

designed their own special codes. To identify mammograms, claims with all

possible procedure codes (table 6) were extracted from the different data bases.

The different codes made it possible to distinguish diagnostic from screening

mammograms. The analyses in this study were first performed with all

mammograms, regardless of coding, and then repeated with the subset of

mammograms coded as screening mammograms.
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Technically, it was much more difficult and time-consuming than anticipated to

obtain mammography data from the different payors. The process of purchasing

Medicare data from the Health Care Financing Agency took a very long time.

Originally, most of the private and public claims were to be extracted from the

Hawaii Insurance Claims Surveillance Project (HICSP), a collection of more than

three dozen data tapes with unsorted and unedited insurance claims data stored

by the Hawaii Department of Health since 1989. Processing all tapes on one

tape drive connected to a personal computer proved to be too complicated.

Instead, the data were purchased directly from the Blue Cross/Blue Shield

insurer as a text file. Only Medicaid claims and a small number of inpatient

Medicare claims were obtained from HICSP. Data from Kaiser, from one small

private insurer, and from CHAMPUS were obtained with much less effort.

Hawaii Tumor Registry

Data on breast cancer incidence included all cases identified by the Hawaii

Tumor Registry (HTR), which, since 1960, has collected data, including

subsequent follow-up status, on all Hawaii residents diagnosed with cancer. In

1973, the HTR became part of the SEER program. Quality control reviews have

shown that case-ascertainment through HTR has been virtually complete116
•

Over 99% of cancer cases reported to the registry are histologically confirmed,

and less than 2% of cases are identified through death certificates only.

Therefore, information about almost all cases of breast cancer diagnosed during
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1992 and 1993 were available for analysis. Among other variables, each record

contains birth date, ZIP code of residence, diagnosis date, tumor stage,

topography and morphology codes. All cases resident in Hawaii with codes 74.x,

according to the International Classification of Disease for Oncology117, were

extracted. The tumor stage at diagnosis is based on tumor size and the

presence of affected lymph nodes and metastasis. SEER summary stage codes

have nine categories: in situ (0), localized (1), regional, not otherwise specified

(2), distant or remote (3), systemic (4), regional by direct extension only (5),

regional by lymph nodes only (6), regional by lymph nodes and direct extension

(7), and unknown (9). For this study, the codes were summarized into in situ (0),

localized (1), and advanced (2-7).

Census Data

The 1990 census ZIP file on CD-ROM118
, as distributed by the U.S. Bureau of the

Census was used to provide the population denominator. This Summary Tape

File (STF) 3B, referred to as the "ZIP code data file", contains summarized

census information for 79 different ZIP codes in Hawaii. Information on the

number of women by age, ethnicity distribution, income, and educational

achievement was extracted from this file. Since intercensal estimates were not

available for individual ZIP code areas, the population size in each ZIP code

area was increased by the state-wide population growth rate for women 40 years

old and older as published by the U.S. Bureau of the Census annually. To
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estimate the 1992 population, population growth rates of 11.7% were applied to

the age group 40 to 49 years, 3.5% to the age group 50 to 64 years, and 7.5% to

the age group 65 years old and older. In addition to the 79 geographic ZIP

codes, the postal service uses another 60 ZIP codes119
: twenty-three for post

boxes in Honolulu, sixteen for post boxes on outer islands, ten for military

locations, and eleven for civilian institutions (e.g., banks, utility companies, large

institutions such as the university). Approximately 3.5% of insurance claims

specified one of these ZIP codes. Whenever possible, they were assigned the

closest geographic ZIP code (table 7).

The ZIP census file includes ethnicity by age and gender but only for four

groups: Caucasians, African-Americans, Native Americans, and Asian-Pacific

Islanders. Most ethnic groups in Hawaii are subsumed under the Asian-Pacific

Islander group. The breakdown into more specific groups (Japanese, Chinese,

Hawaiians, Koreans, Samoans, etc.) provides the total number of persons for

every ethnic group residing in each of the ZIP codes, but this number is not

specified by age and gender. Therefore, the four variables used in this study,

Le., percentage of persons with Caucasian, Japanese, Filipino, or Hawaiian

ancestry, described the ethnic composition of the entire population in each ZIP

code area. The proportions for women 40 years old and older may actually be

different.
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Mortality Data

Vital records data collected through the Hawaii State Department of Health,

Office of Health Status Monitoring, provided information on deaths that had

occurred in Hawaii. Each death certificate contains a diagnostic code for the

underlying cause of death and codes for contributing causes. Diagnoses are

coded according to ICD-974
• Other information includes decedents's age,

ethnicity, sex, and ZIP code of residence. For 1990 ZIP code information was not

part of the mortality data set. Ethnicity was classified such that persons with any

Hawaiian ancestry were considered Hawaiian. Persons with Puerto Rican,

Mexican, and Cuban background were included in the Caucasian group. A data

set for all deaths with breast cancer as the underlying cause or as a contributing

diagnosis (ICD code 174.x) was obtained for 1990 through 1994. Age-specific

mortality rates were calculated by dividing the number of deaths by the number

of persons in the appropriate age group as estimated by the U.S. Bureau of the

Census. To compare mortality among islands, mortality rates were standardized

to the 1970 U.S. population. Ethnic-specific mortality rates were calculated using

denominators prepared by Lynne Wilkens at the Cancer Research Center of

Hawaii. This data set applies the ethnic distribution derived from HSP to the

population estimates from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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Data Processing

All data were received as text files and combined into one data base. All claims

with ZIP codes that were not on the official list of ZIP codes published by the

United States Postal Service119 were deleted, and geographic ZIP codes were

assigned to the majority of the 3.5% of claims with post office box ZIP codes. In

a fee-for-service health care environment, one mammogram may result in

several insurance claims, one from the institution, one from the radiologist, and

possibly others. Therefore, claims for the same woman on the same day were

considered one visit, and all but one were deleted. If claims for the same

mammograms had different dates of service, double counting would have

occurred. Data sets from the different private and public health plans were

combined and women were classified into three age groups: 40 to 49 years old,

50 to 64 years old, and 65 years old and older. Since more than one screening

mammogram per women per year most likely indicates a medical problem and

not participation in screening, only one mammogram per woman per year was

counted to calculate annual mammography rates. To assess participation in

mammography screening during the two year period, the number of women who

received at least one mammogram in either year was computed.

Claims for women 65 years old and older from private insurers other than the

Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurer were not included in the data set because all

women in that age group are supposed to have primary coverage through
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Medicare (or through one of the two companies that contracts with HCFA). Any

other private claims would presumably indicate secondary coverage and result in

double-counting of the same mammogram. For the same reason, Medicaid

claims for women 65 years old and older were excluded.

Frequency tables by ZIP code and age group were created from the insurance

claims and the breast cancer incidence file, and both were combined with the

1990 ZIP census file. For each ZIP code area, mammography rates were

calculated by dividing the number of women with at least one mammogram

during 1992/93 by the estimated number of women living in the geographic area.

The overall mammography rate included all mammograms regardless of coding,

whereas the screening rate was restricted to mammograms coded as screening

mammograms (table 6). Breast cancer incidence rates were calculated by

dividing the number of cases diagnosed during 1992/93 by the estimated

number of women living in the area. Mammography rates and breast cancer

incidence rates were calculated separately for the three age categories.

To compare incidence and mammography use by county, age-adjustment for

mammography rates and breast cancer incidence rates was achieved by the

direct method with the 1990 Hawaii female population 40 years old and older as

the standard population. A weight of 0.34 was applied to the age group 40 to 49

years, a weight of 0.35 to the age group 50 to 64 years, and a weight of 0.31 to
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the age group 65 years old and older. Stage-specific breast cancer incidence

rates were computed by dividing all cancers into three categories (in situ,

localized, and advanced) and applying the same denominators used to calculate

the overall incidence rates.

All data management and analysis was performed on a PC using PC-SAS®

(SAS Institute, Cary, NC). To produce geographic maps, data files were imported

into the geographic software package Atlas GIS®. The ZIP code boundary file

was purchased together with Atlas GIS® from Strategic Mapping, Inc., Santa

Clara, CA.

Statistical Analysis

In analyzing ecologic studies, weighted linear regression analyses between

groups is superior to product-moment correlations between the mean values for

each group101. Since linear regression models are based on the assumption that

the nonlinear and nonadditive effects are small over the range of the regressor

variables, some researchers109 prefer logistic models. They argue that the

nonlinearities in the individual-level regression can lead to biases even if the

ecologic regression appears to be approximately linear and ecologic relations

may appear linear even when the individual-level model generating the data is

highly nonlinear. Since the exponential relationship of the continuous terms in

the logistic model are much more difficult to interpret, Rothman101 recommends
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linear regressions unless a specific reason demands otherwise. One such

reason would be if the predicted incidence rate were in the negative range, a

problem not encountered in this data set. Because either method appears to

have advantages, linear and logistic regression were both applied to the data

sets.

Both the breast cancer incidence rates and the mammography rates were

treated as continuous variables. Age-specific mammography rates and age

specific breast cancer incidence rates were included into the regression models.

The breakdown into three age groups resulted in a data set with three

observations for each ZIP code. Established risk factors for breast cancer that

may also be related to mammography use were considered potential

confounding variables. Several potential confounders were entered into the

model as continuous variables: percent of population 25 years and older with

more than high school education, percent of households with less than $30,000

annual income, percent of population that is Japanese, percent of population that

is Caucasian, and percent of population that is Hawaiian. These variables were

tested for normality and correlation with each other. The variables had an

approximately normal distribution after weighting for population size.

Several potential confounders were entered into the models as categorical

variables, some of them because their distribution could not be normalized: high
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proportion (more than 15%) of population with Filipino ancestry, the presence of

a mammography facility in the ZIP code area, rural vs. urban environment, and

high proportion (more than 15%) military population. An indicator variable was

created for ZIP code areas on Maui for which mammography claims were

missing in 1992. This variable was assigned a value of one for every ZIP code

area on the island of Maui that had incomplete data for 1992. Age was included

in the form of two categorical variables, one indicating 50 to 64 years versus 40

to 49 years, the other indicating age 65 years and older versus 40 to 49 years.

The ecologic analysis was performed on a ZIP code area level: breast cancer

incidence rate, the dependent variable, was modeled as a function of

mammography utilization, the independent variable, using both simple and

multiple Iinear120.121 regression and simple and multiple logistic122 regression.

After performing univariate analyses for each variable and a multivariate analysis

containing all variables, the stepwise method was utilized to develop final

regression models. The only variable that was kept in every model was the

indicator variable for missing Kaiser data.

The linear regression models were weighted to take into account the large

differences in population size. The reciprocal of the estimated variance for each

observation was applied as the respective weight after using the number of

women 40 years old and older in 1992/93 during the first iteration of the linear
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regression123
• In the second iteration, the reciprocal of the variance of the

predicted rate was used as weight, calculated as the number of women divided

by the product of the estimated rate and one minus the estimated rate.

In the multiple logistic analysis, the number of cases divided by the number of

women 40 years old and older in the ZIP code area was entered into the model

as the response variable. The same predictor variables as in the linear models

were included, and the stepwise selection method was applied after calculating

univariate regression coefficients and a complete multivariate model. To analyze

breast cancer incidence rates by stage and by age group, the same statistical

methods were used. Stage-specific (in situ, local, and advanced) or age-specific

incidence rates (40 to 49 years old, 50 to 64 years old, 65 years old and older)

were selected as dependent variables.

The assumptions of multiple linear regression, i.e., linearity of association,

constant variance of error terms, independence of error terms, and normality of

error terms were tested. Observations with extreme values, Le., a mammography

utilization rate greater than 0.7 in a ZIP code area with a very small population,

were excluded temporarily to determine whether they influenced the regression

analysis. Since this was not the case, these observations were retained for the

final analysis. In one small ZIP code area (96780), no women between 40 and

49 years were counted during the 1990 census. Since the claims data contained
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several claims for women in that age group, a population size of five was

assumed for 1992/93.

Predicted breast cancer incidence rates for different levels of mammography

utilization were calculated according to the linear and to the logistic model, using

mean population values for the demographic variables. The predicted rate under

the logistic model was calculated as

The relation between mammography utilization and breast cancer incidence was

visualized by plotting the 237 data points. Mapping mortality and incidence rates

has become a recognized technique to explore patterns of mortality124 and

morbidity125 and to target areas for interventions or research. To determine areas

of high and low mammography utilization, a normal approximation126 was applied

to analyze the differences in mammography rates between individual ZIP code

areas and the state as a whole. The results of this statistical test were used for

mapping the mammography rate as high, low, or similar as compared to the

state-wide rate. Age-adjusted breast cancer incidence rates were divided into

tertiles to map breast cancer occurrence.
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Results

Description of Insurance Claims

After deleting duplicate claims, Le., claims that referred to the same

mammography appointment, a data set representing 131,490 mammograms

received by women 40 years old and older during 1992 and 1993 remained. The

majority of claims were obtained from the Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurer (table

8), from the HMO, and from Medicare. Nearly 87% of the claims were coded with

either ofthe three procedure codes 76090, 76091, and 76092. Based on the

coding, 32% of all mammograms were considered diagnostic mammograms

(table 6). A proportion of them may have been screening mammograms

miscoded as diagnostic mammograms. At Kaiser, where financial concerns were

not involved in coding, 83% of all records were coded 76092 - Screening

Mammography.

Mammography Utilization

The overall mammography utilization rates for women 40 years old and older

were 25.4% and 27.5% respectively in 1992 and 1993 (table 9). Looking at the

two year time period, 42.2% of all women 40 years old and older received at

least one mammogram in either 1992 or 1993. Approximately 33% of all women

40 years old and older received a screening mammogram during the two year

period. Since 97,610 women received at least one mammogram, diagnostic or
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screening, during 1992/93 and 76,086 women received at least one screening

mammogram during the same time period, at least 68% of all women who

received any mammogram during that time did so for screening purposes.

Approximately 26% of all women received more than one mammogram during

the two years (data not shown). This percentage was higher for women 50 to 64

years old (32%) than for women 65 years old and older (25%) and women 40 to

49 years old (18%). Among women whose mammograms were coded as

screening mammograms, only 15.6% received more than one mammogram

during the two year period.

Mammography rates differed significantly by age group (table 9 and figure 9).

Not surprisingly, utilization was highest among women 50 to 64 years old, the

target group for many screening programs, and lowest for women 40 to 49 years

old for whom recommendations in regards to mammography screening have

been controversial. There was a two percentage point increase in the

mammography rate for all ages between 1992 and 1993, and a three percentage

point increase for women 50 to 64 years old. The two year mammography rate

was significantly lower for women 40 to 49 years old (38%) than for older

women.
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Analysis by county (table 9 and figure 10) indicated that mammography

utilization was lower in Kauai County and Maui County than in the rest of the

state. However, the very low rate on Maui was partly an artifact caused by the

lack of computerized records for mammograms provided through Kaiser on Maui

during 1992. In 1993, when Kaiser data for Maui became available, the overall

rate was as high as for Honolulu County, which covers the entire island of Oahu.

The low rate on Kauai was primarily due to a very low utilization rate among
,

women 65 years old and older. Comparing the overall percentage of women 40

years old and older who received at least one mammogram during 1992/93, the

differences among counties were rather small. Hawaii County and Honolulu

County had mammography rates around 43%, Kauai County a rate of 40%, and

Maui County a rate of 38%. Hawaii County had the lowest percentage of

screening mammograms (74%) and Honolulu County the highest (79%). The

percentage of screening mammograms was higher among women 50 to 64

years old (82%) than for younger (79%) and older (73%) women.

Mammography rates by ZIP code areas (figure 11) differed little between age

groups. For all ages, over 80% of all ZIP code areas had utilization rates

between 30 and 50%, even though rates ranged from 8.9% to 154%, with a

median of 40.4%. This is slightly lower than the state-wide rate of 42% because

claims with post office box ZIP codes that could not be assigned to a geographic

ZIP code were not included in the geographic analysis. The range of utilization
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rates was even narrower after weighting the individual areas by their population

size, since most of the extreme values occurred in ZIP code areas with a

population as small as a hundred persons.

After testing for statistical significance, thirty-seven ZIP code areas had a

mammography rate higher than the state-wide rate and twenty-three areas had a

rate lower than the state-wide rate. Visual inspection of the mapped

mammography rates suggests geographic patterns of high and low utilization

(figures 12 to 16). On the Island of Hawaii (figure 13), several ZIP code areas on

the Kona coast and in Puna show lower mammography utilization than the rest

of the state. On the other hand, the Hilo and Hamakua areas had a relatively

high utilization. On Oahu (figure 14), utilization was relatively high in many areas,

but the North Shore area, Wahiawa, Waimanalo, and parts of West Honolulu and

Pearl Harbor had relatively low utilization. In some of these areas, the lack of

data for the military population may explain the lower rates. Kauai had a mixed

pattern (figure 15) with one high area in the west and one high area in the

southeast. The lack of 1992 Kaiser data should not have affected the islands of

Molokai and Lanai (figure 16), where Kaiser does not maintain clinics. Both

islands showed low mammography rates. The island of Maui would have had

higher mammography rates if all Kaiser data had been available.
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Many of the demographic factors that were thought to be predictive of

mammography utilization showed no correlations with the mammography rate or

with the screening rate in a univariate analysis (table 10), in particular the

proportion of Hawaiians, Caucasians, Filipina, or military in the population.

Neither was the presence of a mammography facility in the ZIP code area

related to either rate. The percentage of households with less than $30,000

annual income showed a strong inverse relationship and the percentage of

Japanese in the population showed a strong positive relationship with both the

mammography rate and with the screening rate. The regression coefficient

between college education and screening rate was nearly statistically significant.

Urban residence was significantly associated with the screening rate. The

indicator variables for missing Kaiser data and for age were significantly related

to the utilization and the screening rate. The mammography rate and the

screening rate were highly correlated. The predictor variables measured

substantially different factors as indicated by the fact that no correlation

accounted for more than 40% of the variation in any other variable (data not

shown).

The best regression model with demographic variables explained 20% of the

variation in mammography utilization among ZIP code areas (table 11). The

proportion of Japanese was the most important factor besides age. Low income,

i.e., the proportion of households with less than $30,000 annual income, and
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living in an urban environment, as defined by the Census Bureau, contributed

small amounts of variance to the model, as did the indicator variable for missing

Kaiser data which was forced into the model. Age and the proportion of

Japanese population were positively related to mammography utilization. Income

and urban residence had an inverse relationship with utilization. Percentage of

the other ethnic groups, the presence of a mammography unit in the ZIP code

area, and educational achievement were not significant in the regression models.

A model with the rate of screening mammograms as dependent variable had

27% of its variance explained, primarily due to the age variables. The dummy

variable indicating missing data for Kaiser was significant in this model (3%),

whereas urban residence was no longer significant.

Breast Cancer Incidence

A total of 1391 cases of breast cancer were diagnosed among women 40 years

old and older during 1992 and 1993. The incidence rates were 177, 321, and

419 per 100,000 women per year for the three age groups respectively (table 12

and figure 17). The state-wide age-adjusted breast cancer incidence rate was

302 per 100,000 women 40 years old and older. The standard population for this

calculation was the 1990 population of women 40 years old and older resident in

Hawaii.
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The age-adjusted breast cancer rates differed considerably by county. Honolulu

County had the highest rate (314 per 100,000), and Hawaii County and Kauai

County the lowest rates (258 and 260 per 100,000). The county of Hawaii

showed a peculiar pattern in that the rate for women 40 to 49 years old was

almost the same as for women 50 to 64 years old with the former unusually high

and the latter quite low compared to the other counties. On Kauai, the rate for

women 65 years and older was nearly as low as the rate for women 50 to 64

years, although actual numbers for Kauai were small.

Mapping breast cancer incidence by tertiles of low, medium, and high rates

(figure 18) created many blank areas, where no cases occurred during two

years, especially on the Big Island with its low population density (figure 19). The

Kona coast presented with a relatively low incidence compared to the state. Only

a few areas in Puna and Hamakua and North Kohala showed relatively high

breast cancer incidence. On Oahu (figure 20), incidence was relatively high in

East Honolulu, Kailua, Waimanalo, Ewa Beach, and Millilani. Kauai (figure 21)

had a large area in the West with no cases and two areas with relatively high

incidence. In Maui County (figure 22), only Lanai, the south of Maui, and one

area on Molokai showed a relatively high incidence. Several areas on Maui had

relatively low incidence rates.
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Due to the large variation in population size, 111 cases occurred in one ZIP code

area, whereas in 18 ZIP code areas no case of breast cancer was registered

during the two year period. The mean number of cases per ZIP code area was

22.7 with a median of 12 cases. A small part of the variation in breast cancer

incidence by ZIP code area could be explained by demographic variables other

than age. In a linear regression model, 4% of the variance was due to

educational attainment and another 1% due to income (table 13). Surprisingly,

ethnicity was not significant in this model. The percentage of persons with

Filipino or Japanese ancestry in the population showed significant regression

coefficients in an univariate analysis (table 10). However, in combination with the

socioeconomic indicators, the ethnic variables were not statistically significant.

College education was weakly related to the incidence rate both in univariate

and multivariate analyses.

Relation between Mammography Use and Breast Cancer Incidence

A plot of mammography utilization versus breast cancer incidence rate (figure

23) suggests a weak linear relation for mammography rates between 20% and

60%. Outside that range, the number of data points is too small to speculate on

the shape of the relationship. The plot underestimates the relationship between

the two variables because the weighting by population size cannot be expressed

graphically.
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The results of simple linear regression analyses without adjustment for potential

confounders (table 14) did not differ very much when the overall mammography

rate was replaced by the screening rate as the independent variable. However,

the explained variance for overall mammography utilization was 21% and only

13% for the screening rate. The same was true for localized disease in women

50 to 64 old years old and in all age groups combined.

As expected, mammography utilization was not strongly related to the incidence

of advanced stage disease. The relation with the incidence of in situ disease was

even weaker. The major effect was observed on the incidence of localized

disease, 26% for overall utilization and 13% for screening mammograms. The

association between mammography utilization was close to zero for women 40

to 49 years old but equally strong for women 50 to 64 years old and women 65

years old and older.

Adding the demographic variables to the regression model increased the

variance explained to 50% and 49% for overall mammography utilization and

screening mammography respectively (table 15). In both models, age and

educational achievement were significant contributing more than 20% of the

variance. The breast cancer incidence rate in a ZIP code area increased with the

percentage of persons who had received any college education.
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The same analysis by stage at diagnosis (table 16) revealed some changes in

the effect of mammography utilization as compared to the simple linear models.

For localized disease, the variance explained by utilization dropped to 17%. Age

was the most important factor (24%), and college education added 8% of

variance. Urban residence and the presence of a mammographic facility in the

area added small amounts of variance to the in situ model. The rate for

advanced stage disease showed a weak relation with mammography. Using the

screening rate (table 17) did not change the significant factors for localized and

advanced stage disease. The total amount of variance explained was greater for

screening mammograms (53%) than for overall mammography utilization (45%)

in the localized group. In the in situ group, the percentage of households with

less than $30,000 annual income was the strongest predictor in a model with

screening mammography as the independent variable. A higher percentage of

low income households predicted a lower in situ breast cancer incidence rate.

Among women 50 to 64 years old, 45% of the variance could be explained by a

model containing educational achievement, mammography utilization, and the

presence of a mammography facility in the area (table 18). For women 40 to 49

years old, only 15% of the variance could be attributed to those factors. Among

women 65 years old and older, mammography utilization contributed 24% of the

variance. The proportion of military showed a weak inverse association with

breast cancer incidence. Substituting the screening rate for the overall
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mammography rate did not change the significant factors in the age-specific

models (table 19), but the magnitude of the associations was modified slightly.

In summary (table 20), mammography utilization had the strongest effect on the

incidence of localized breast cancer. In combination with age and educational

achievement, 46% of the variance could be explained. For in situ and advanced

cancers, mammography utilization was not a good predictor. Urban residence

was inversely related to the frequency of advanced stage disease in women

under 65 years. In terms of age, the breast cancer incidence rates for women 50

and 64 years old showed the strongest association with mammography use. The

variance explained in this group was 46% with educational achievement and the

presence of a mammography facility as significant factors. In women 65 years

old and older, mammography utilization contributed 24% of the variance. No

strong predictors of breast cancer incidence were identified in women 40 to 49

years old, mammography contributed only 6% to the variance.

The logistic models (table 20, bold) contained primarily the same variables as the

linear models. In univariate logistic models (table 21), most variables except the

percentage of Caucasians and Hawaiians, the indicator for missing Kaiser data,

and the proportion of military showed strong associations with the incidence rate.

In a multivariate model containing all variables, age, mammography utilization,

education, proportion of Hawaiians, and the percentage of military remained
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significant. The predictors varied by age group (table 22). Only in the age group

50 to 64 years old was education an important predictor. Otherwise, age,

mammography utilization, and the indicator for missing Kaiser data were the only

important factors. The analysis by stage at diagnosis (table 23) identified the

same variables as the linear regression models.

The regression equation for all ages and all stages under the linear model is as

follows:

Breast Cancer Incidence Rate =

-0.002 + 0.006 MU + 0.0029 Coli + 0.0021 Ag3 + 0.0009 Ag2

Similarly, the equation for the logistic model:

Breast Cancer Incidence Rate =

Exp(-7.38 + 1.29 MU + 0.8 Ag3 + 0.5 Ag2 + 1.2 ColI- 0.12 MiI- 0.04 Miss) I

(1 + Exp(-7.38 + 1.29 MU + 0.8 Ag3 + 0.5 Ag2 + 1.2 ColI- 0.12 Mil- 0.04 Miss))

with MU = mammography rate

Coli = percent of population with any college education

Ag2 = proportion of women 50 to 64 years old

Ag3 = proportion of women 65 years old and older

Mil = high proportion of military

Miss = missing Kaiser data.
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To explore the central question of this research whether mammography use can

explain the increase in breast cancer incidence between 1982 and 1993, model

predicted breast cancer incidence rates were computed using means for the

demographic variables (table 24 and figure 25). The two dotted lines represent

the breast cancer incidence rates in 1982 and 1993 for women 40 years old and

older (adjusted to the 1990 Hawaii female population 40 years old and older).

The mammography rate in 1992/93 was 40%, the intersection of the three lines.

According to the linear regression model, the 1982 incidence rate corresponds to

a mammography rate of approximately 25%. According to the logistic regression

model, the 1982 incidence rate corresponds to a mammography rate of

approximately 12%. Therefore, if the mammography rate was somewhere

between 12% and 25% in 1982, the increase in breast cancer incidence could be

fully explained by increased screening.

Breast Cancer Mortality

Since five year survival for breast cancer patients is over 80% in Hawaii (figure

5), it would take many years to observe a decrease in breast cancer mortality,

should such a decrease occur as a result of improved early detection. Under the

assumption that the level of participation in mammography screening has been

fairly constant in a geographic area over time, mortality data for 1990 to 1994

were analyzed for a possible relationship between mammography utilization and

mortality from breast cancer.
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Between 1990 and 1994, 587 deaths occurred with breast cancer as the

underlying cause of death and for another 138 deaths, breast cancer was listed

as a contributing cause of death. Twenty-three of these deaths occurred in

women under 40 years of age, leaving 564 deaths with breast cancer as the

underlying cause of death for analysis. Ofthese 118, 104, 126, 106, and 110

occurred in 1990 to 1994, respectively, indicating no substantial trend in any

direction. Since these numbers are quite small, all analyses were performed on

aggregated data for the entire five year period.

Among the four counties, Honolulu County and Kauai County had the lowest

death rates during 1990 to 1994 (table 25) and Maui County had by far the

highest rate. Only 75 of the 564 deaths occurred among women 40 to 49 years

old and nearly half of all deaths due to breast cancer occurred among women 65

years old and older. The rate for the oldest age group was significantly lower on

Oahu than on the outer islands.

In contrast to ethnic-specific breast cancer mortality rates in the 1980s, not only

the rate for Hawaiians but also the rate for Caucasians was 50% higher than the

rate for the entire state (table 26). The age-adjusted (to 1990 Hawaii female

population 40 years old and older) mortality rate for Caucasian women was 76.5

per 100,000 and for Hawaiian women 71.4 per 100,000 as compared to 50 per

100,000 for the entire population. For all other ethnic groups, the age-adjusted
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rates were between 30 and 40 per 100,000 women. The rate for Caucasian

women 65 years old and older was twice as high as for all ethnic groups

combined. For Hawaiians, the rate for 50 to 64 year old women was particularly

high (91 deaths per 100,000 women) as compared to the other ethnic groups.

For the analysis by ZIP code area, 446 deaths with breast cancer as the

underlying cause and 561 deaths with breast cancer as any listed cause were

available. The other deaths occurred in 1990 when ZIP code information was not

available on mortality files. In a simple linear regression model, the age-adjusted

mortality rate for breast cancer showed no association with the mammography

rate or with the screening rate. In a model with demographic variables (table 27),

age, educational achievement, and mammography use were weak predictors of

breast cancer mortality. In contrast to the positive relationship between breast

cancer incidence and college education, the breast cancer mortality rate was

inversely related to college education. In a logistic model, only age and the

variable for missing Kaiser data achieved significance. Breast cancer mortality

was not related to breast cancer incidence. In summary, mortality rates showed

hardly any association with mammography screening or with demographic

variables on a ZIP code level.
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Discussion

Brief Summary ofFindings

The major finding from this investigation was that mammography utilization was

directly associated with breast cancer incidence on a geographic level after

adjusting for potential confounders using either logistic or linear regression. This

analysis estimated that at least 42% of women 40 years old and older in the

state of Hawaii had a minimum of one mammogram during 1992/93. A

comparison of self-reported mammography utilization rates from the BRFSS69

with the results of this study (figure 24), suggests that self-reports overestimate

participation in mammography screening. According to BRFSS, 70% of women

reported a mammogram during the last two years. Inflating the estimate from the

insurance claims data to account for the fact that information is missing for 15%

of the target population, gives a state-wide rate of close to 50% (42% divided by

0.85) which is still twenty percentage points below the BRFSS estimate.

Selection bias in the BRFSS participants (the rate of completed interviews was

approximately 35%) and a possible tendency of participants to give answers that

conform to social desirability might explain the large discrepancy between

mammography rates based on self-reports and insurance claims.

Demographic information from the census file was not a very good predictor of

mammography rates or breast cancer incidence rates. Geographic areas with
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low mammography utilization were more likely to have a high percentage of

households with low income «$30,000), to have a low percentage of persons

with Japanese ancestry, and to be in an urban environment.

The association between mammography utilization and breast cancer incidence

was strongest for localized disease and for women 50 to 64 years old. The level

of education among the population was an important predictor of breast cancer

incidence, which is consistent with. the literature127
• The results for the screening

rate were very similar to the results for the overall mammography rate, but the

magnitude of the effect was smaller.

Using the model-predicted breast cancer incidence rates (table 24 and figure

25), the comparison between the geographic model and the time trend in breast

cancer incidence since 1982 is consistent with the hypothesis that the entire

increase in breast cancer incidence may have been due to increased

mammography use. Under the logistic model, a mammography rate of 12%

corresponds to the same breast cancer incidence rate as was observed in 1982;

under the linear model, a mammography rate of 25% corresponds to the 1982

breast cancer incidence rate. Unfortunately, no estimates of mammography use

in Hawaii during the early 1980s exist that would help provide better estimates;

BRFSS data became available starting in 1987 (table 3). The estimated BRFSS

mammography rate was 38% in 1987,60% in 1989, and 71% in 1993. Under a
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hypothetical linear extrapolation using these figures, it might be speculated that

utilization was approximately 18% in 1982. Probably the mammography rate was

even lower because BRFSS data appear to overestimate utilization substantially.

The linear extrapolation can be justified based on the increase of mammography

facilities in the 1980s that appears approximately linear (figure 7). This

hypothetical mammography rate of less than 18% is consistent with the 12% to

25% estimated in the geographic model.

Limitations

One of the major limitation of this study, a selection bias, was the unavailability of

data for 15% of the population, primarily for the military, for the uninsured

population, and for persons covered by small private carriers who were unable or

unwilling to share their data. The lack of mammography information for the

military population should not have been too serious a problem because the

military population is relatively young, therefore, its proportion among women 40

years old and older should be fairly small. However, data on wives of veterans

who may have received mammograms at Tripier Army Medical Center were also

not included in this study. Depending on their screening behavior, the addition of

data for the missing 15% of women may have changed the results in either

direction.
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The lack of a unique identification number was another shortcoming because it

made it impossible to quantify dual insurance coverage, estimated at 19% in

Hawaii113
, and to track individuals who changed health plans. In this project,

some mammograms may have been counted twice. This information bias would

have lead to inflated mammography rates. A large proportion of the dual

coverage occurs among persons 65 years old and older because Medicare

recipients often purchase supplemental private coverage. For this age group, it

was possible to minimize double counting by not including claims for private

companies or from Medicaid, since Medicare is supposed to be the primary

health plan for persons 65 years old and older.

Accurate denominators for intercensal years on ZIP code level would have been

desirable. As it was, they had to be estimated under the false assumption of

equal population growth in all ZIP code areas. However, in most areas the

numbers were sufficiently large that denominators would not have changed very

much. In areas with new housing developments, this problem would have led to

serious underestimation of the denominator and inflated mammography and

breast cancer incidence rates.

Unfortunately, insurance claims do not contain information on ethnicity, which

makes it impossible to calculate ethnic-specific mammography rates in this

study. The percentages of persons in each ethnic group by ZIP code area
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cannot assess ethnic differences in mammography rates with great accuracy.

The census file also did not contain counts by gender and age and ethnic

categories important to Hawaii. The ethnicity by sex and age breakdown was

restricted to Caucasian, African-American, Native American, and Asian-Pacific

Islanders. Therefore, the variables used in the regression models contained the

percentage of an ethnic group for the entire population. The actual proportions

for women 40 years old and older may have been different. In addition,

misclassification of ethnicity is always a problem in a society with as high a rate

of interracial marriages as in Hawaii. Both tumor registry and mortality data may

have been affected by ethnic misclassification.

Estimates for the number of persons with Caucasian and Hawaiian ancestry

differ by data source (table 5). The U.S. Census Bureau does not allow a

category indicating mixed ancestry, which is thought to inflate the Caucasian

category. Since the introduction of self-administered census questionnaires in

1970, the number of Hawaiians and Part-Hawaiians has decreased, probably

because many Part-Hawaiians did not choose the Native Hawaiian category. In

general, it is believed that the true ethnic distribution is closer to that of the HSP.

However, for the purposes of this project, census information on ethnicity had to

be used because HSP does not have information on a ZIP code level.
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The fact that ethnic variables were not significant in the multivariate models with

breast cancer incidence as the response variable, even though it is known that

breast cancer incidence is higher in Caucasian and Hawaiian women than in

Japanese and Filipino women, can be explained by the interrelation between

ethnicity and socioeconomic status. Ethnicity is strongly related to

socioeconomic status, which in turn is related to breast cancer incidence and

significant in many of the regression models. Another possible reason is the lack

of age- and gender-specific data on ethnicity on a ZIP code level. The ethnic

distribution of women 40 years old and older was probably different than the

ethnic distribution of the entire population.

Even though information on social class was not available for individual women

who received mammograms or were diagnosed with breast cancer, census

indicators could be substituted. This is a validated method110
,111 to assess the

effects of social class on health, although the census-based methodology may

well have underestimated an effect of social class that might be observed if

individually-collected social class data had been obtained. This phenomenon

was recently demonstrated on a cohort of cancer cases for whom information

both on the individual level and on the census tract level128 was available.

As do the ethnic variables, the education and income variables refer to persons

of all ages because they were not available by age and gender. Therefore, the
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educational and income status of women 40 years old and older may not have

been accurately assessed. According to Rosenbaum and Rubin129
, crude

covariates are acceptable if the difference among regions is the same for all age

groups, but there is no way of determining whether this statement is true for the

population in Hawaii. In this study, the education, income, and ethnicity variables

have to be regarded as characteristics of the ZIP code area, and should not be

applied to the individual level. If an area has a high proportion of persons with

college education and a high breast cancer rate, it does not necessarily mean

that women with college education are at greater risk of breast cancer. The

correct interpretation is that in ZIP code areas with a high level of education

breast cancers incidence rates tend to be higher than in ZIP code areas with a

low level of education.

It is not certain how reliable the coding for diagnostic versus screening

mammography was during the time period of this study. Before insurance

coverage for screening mammography was made mandatory, all mammograms

paid for by Blue Cross/Blue Shield were coded as diagnostic in order to be

reimbursed by insurers. Since 1991, the proportion of screening mammograms

has been increasing, but the number of diagnostic mammograms still appears

high at 32%. Apparently not all providers had changed their coding procedures

by 1992. It is also possible that some mammograms were purposely miscoded to

obtain the higher reimbursement for diagnostic mammograms. At Kaiser
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Permanente, where coding is not related to reimbursement, only 17% of

mammograms were coded diagnostic. Therefore, it appears likely that many

mammograms coded as diagnostic may actually have been screening

mammograms. However, despite these concerns, results changed very little

when the overall mammography rates were used instead of the screening rates.

Miscoding of diagnostic mammograms as screening mammograms when

suspicious lesions are evaluated would over-estimate the association between

mammography screening and breast cancer incidence. However, this effect

would have been small because the overall number of mammograms is so much

greater than the number of breast cancers diagnosed during the same time

period.

Another potential limitation is that confounding can be a special problem in an

ecologic study101. Many of the known and suspected risk factors for breast

cancer, such as age of menarche and menopause, age at first live birth, diet,

body weight, and estrogen levels may also be related to mammography use.

Data that would allow adjustment for each of these factors were not available.

The lack of this information probably accounts for some of the large amount of

unexplained variance in breast cancer incidence.
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Two ZIP code areas had a mammography rate above one, a value impossible

under the conditions that the rates were calculated. There are several possible

explanations for these out-of-range numbers. Either the population estimates or

the ZIP codes on the medical claims may have been incorrect. Possibly some

women had duplicate insurance coverage and their mammograms were

captured from both health plans. Finally, it is not an uncommon practice to use a

mailing address with a ZIP code that is different from the ZIP code of the actual

place of residence, e.g., workplace or the residence of a friend or relative.

Strengths

This study has shown that it was possible to aggregate data from different pUblic

and private payors and to use them for research purposes, providing an

estimated baseline for mammography utilization in Hawaii. A novel approach to

associate mammography use and breast cancer incidence in the general

population was applied. Three features of this research project, the population

based approach, a closed geographic area (Hawaii), in which most health care is

received within the state, and the availability of insurance claims for a large

proportion of the population (85% of women 40 years old and older and close to

100% of women 65 years old and older) proVided a unique opportunity to stUdy

the association between mammography use and breast cancer incidence. In

addition, the ecologic approach meant that individuals did not have to be
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contacted, and refusals to participate did not occur; thus selection bias was not a

great problem.

A Medline search for 1983 to 1995 found no studies using insurance claims data

to assess mammography use. Previous studies investigating the relationship

between mammography screening and breast cancer incidence used information

from either population surveys such as BRFSS54,56,130 or from medical

records55
,57. The latter method was restricted to small population samples. Using

insurance claims data may have great potential for countries and states with

health insurance systems that cover the majority of the population, such as

Canada, Great Britain, and Scandinavian countries. Even in the United States,

the number of health plans is small enough in some distinct geographic regions

to allow this type of research design.

The ecologic study design offered unique advantages in exploring the hypothesis

that geographic areas with high mammography use have higher breast cancer

incidence rates than geographic areas with low mammography use. Despite the

many problems with ecologic studies discussed in the literature review, many

innovative and interesting ideas have been derived from ecologic studies, and

their potential value to epidemiology should be better appreciated 103
• As this

study demonstrated, ecologic studies need not be merely crude estimates of

individual level studies; they are necessary tools to examine structural,
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contextual, and sociological effects on human health105 that may be of great

public health value104.106. Another advantage of an ecologic study design is that

grouping of individuals who live in one geographic area controls for unmeasured

confounders that cannot be assessed in individual level studies96,105, such as

interactions between persons, imitation of behavior, transportation issues,

communication, and the community's attitude towards screening. The ecologic

fallacy was not a problem in this study, since inferences were made about

groups and not about individuals. The question asked in this study was, what

effect does increased mammographies screening have on breast cancer

incidence rates in a population. No causal inference on an individual level was

necessary since it is clear that mammography screening is not a risk factor for

breast cancer.

Alternate Explanations

After discussing the possible limitations and strengths of this study, it is important

to assess its validity. As in any epidemiologic study, there is a possibility that the

results may have been due to chance. However, since this study did not involve

sampling but included nearly the entire population of women 40 years old and

older in Hawaii, so the likelihood of a chance finding appears low. Another

unlikely explanation is that the 15% of women for whom no mammography

information was available were clustered in certain areas that the lack of this

information altered the relation between mammography screening and breast
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cancer incidence in the population-at-Iarge. Whereas the uninsured and the

military population are probably clustered in certain areas, there is no reason to

suspect that members of the remaining private health plans all reside in the

same areas.

Applying Hill's criteria131 to determine whether an association found in an

epidemiologic study can be considered causal is one way of evaluating the study

results. The original article lists nine criteria for causality: strength of the

association, consistency, specificity, temporality, biologic gradient, plausibility,

coherence, experimental evidence, and analogy. Several of Hill's criteria appear

to be fulfilled. First, the association between mammography use and breast

cancer incidence is strong on an ecologic level: the coefficient of determination

was 23%. Second, the findings are consistent with some previous studies that

claim to explain a large proportion of the increase in breast cancer incidence by

a change in screening behavior, e.g., a study from Wisconsin56 and studies using

SEER data54
,58. The fact that three previous studies could not explain the entire

increase in breast cancer incidence on the basis of screening55
,57,130 most likely

reflects their lack of good data on mammography screening, as well as problems

related to lead time assumptions. Third, the relation between mammography

screening and breast cancer incidence is very specific. Fourth, within the limited

range of mammography rates within the ZIP code areas (20 to 60%) there was
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an incremental relationship: the higher the mammography rate, the higher the

breast cancer incidence rate in that area (figure 24).

On the other hand, several of Hill's criteria were not fulfilled. Due to its cross

sectional design, this study cannot assess temporal relationships. A temporal

association would strengthen the geographic association. Hopefully, these data

will continue to be collected and the temporal association will be investigated.

The results with regard to the criterion of biological plausibility are ambiguous.

The fact that the relationship between mammography use and breast cancer

incidence was strongest for breast cancers diagnosed at a localized stage in

women 50 to 64 years old agrees with the expectation for a screening effect.

However, the association for in situ stage cancers was much weaker than the

association for localized stage cancers, which is unexpected. The small number

of in situ stage cancers (11.5% of the 1391 breast cancers diagnosed during

1992 and 1993) makes the in situ stage incidence rate less stable than the

localized stage incidence rate. Also, variations in quality of mammography

facilities and in the density of breast tissues may affect the detection rate of

these very small cancers. However, the observation that the association was

weaker for in situ stage cancers than for localized cancers is consistent with the

time trend during the 1980s (figure 1) when localized cancers increased more

than in situ stage cancers.
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As to the criterion of experimental evidenc0, there is none to show what happens

in a geographic area when mammography is introduced. All intervention trials to

test the impact of mammography on breast cancer incidence or mortality were

conducted on individuals and not on a community level. The final criteria of

coherence and analogy are not relevant to this screening situation.

A potentially serious challenge to the validity of an ecologic study is the

argument that the observed association was due to the influence of the response

variable (breast cancer) on screening behavior96
, also referred to as cause-and

effect bias. If women at high risk for breast cancer were more likely to utilize

screening services than women at low risk for breast cancer, the findings of this

study would be explained, but the initial hypothesis would have to be rejected.

As discussed in the literature review, the ability to predict risk for breast

cancer3·13 remains very limited. It is difficult to imagine that such a self-selection

for screening has actually occurred. How would women know that they are at

risk, except for the small proportion of women with a family history of breast

cancer or with a prior diagnosis of breast cancer? There is also some evidence

that women at high risk for breast cancer do not sufficiently utilize screening

services, e.g., the high rate of late stage breast cancer diagnosis among

Hawaiians (figure 6) suggests that Hawaiian women who are at high risk for

breast cancer do not receive screening as commonly as other women in Hawaii.
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Interpretation of the Results

Considering possible biases and alternative explanations, how are the results of

this study to be interpreted? Given the unlikelihood of some of the potential

biases, the hypothesis that population-based mammography screening is related

to increased breast cancer incidence appears plausible. Quantifying the

association is more problematic, however. With a perfect data set, the strength of

the association might well have been different. Applying theoretical

considerations related to ecologic studies96
, the true association is more likely to

be weaker than the one found in the regression models, because grouping by

geography tends to exaggerate relationships. Mammography use in this context

measured some other factors, such as health care seeking behavior, access to

health care, and beliefs about disease, probably resulting in a higher association

than the "true" association between mammography screening and breast

cancer105
•

Of course, the results of this study do not indicate that use of mammography

screening increases breast cancer incidence in the sense that mammography

causes the cancers. The latency period between radiation or any other kind of

exposure for solid tumors in adults is estimated to be at least 15 years132
• Also,

modern mammography produces very low doses of radiation, especially in

comparison to the days when mammography used regular X-ray machines

rather than dedicated mammography units, so that induction of cancer by
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mammography appears biologically implausible. A more significant question is

whether such additional cancers would have ever become clinically apparent

without screening. Contrary to theoretical screening models that predict an initial

increase and a subsequent drop in rates to a lower than expected level34
, the

U.F:. breast cancer incidence rate continues to rise after 20 years of population

based mammography screening. The most likely explanation for this continuing

increase in incidence is that intensive mammography screening leads to the

detection of some small tumors that would have remained asymptomatic until the

end of a woman's life while some small tumors would have progressed to clinical

disease.

As discussed in the literature review, there is evidence that screen-detected

breast cancers have a slower growth rate and a lower malignant potential then

symptomatic breast cancers50
,51. Pathologic research indicates that spontaneous

tumor regression may occur133
, which would explain the high number of in situ

cancers detected through screening and autopsies. Autopsy studies that

estimate rates of undetected breast cancers in women who died from other

causes are limited by the extensive workload of performing histopathologic

examinations of entire female breasts. Four such studies134
-
137

, using relatively

unselected series of autopsies in populations with low mammography screening,

found invasive breast cancer in, respectively, 1.0%, 1.3%, 0.9%, and 1.5% of

women 15 to 98 years of age previously undiagnosed with breast cancer. The
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prevalence of in situ breast cancer depended on the intensity of breast tissue

sampling. Two studies from Denmark135
,136 found a prevalence of 18%, whereas

a study from Australia137 detected in situ cancers in 13% of autopsied women.

The high rate of undetected breast cancers in women who died from other

causes supports the idea that cancerous lesions develop in a large proportion of

female breasts and never become clinically apparent. Research into the

pathology of tumor growth suggests that cancerous lesions do not always

progress to become invasive and that some of them may even regress133
•

Therefore, improved imaging techniques have the potential to detect early stage

breast cancer cases in as many as 19% of women if the Danish autopsy studies

were correct. Currently, the estimated cumulative life-time breast cancer

incidence for U.S. women127 is 11%, substantially lower than the prevalence

rates found in the autopsy studies. This might mean that breast cancer incidence

rates may continue to increase until every prevalent breast cancer case has

been detected. However, a large proportion of screen-detected breast cancers

will experience no benefit from treatment since they may have never progressed

or may have even regressed if left undetected. Treatment itself causes morbidity

and some mortality, in addition to the psychological trauma of being diagnosed

with breast cancer.
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The goal of this study was to evaluate the impact of a public health intervention

on breast cancer incidence, i.e., early detection. It did not attempt to explain the

secular trend in breast cancer incidence observed since the 1930s. This increase

has been partially attributed to reproductive factors13
• In an ecologic study from

Denmark138
, dietary factors such as alcohol consumption and carbohydrate

intake explained a large proportion of the increase in breast cancer incidence

over time. Probably other factors as yet undetermined are related to this gradual

increase.

Even though this study had death data available, it was not possible to

demonstrate a beneficial effect of screening on breast cancer-related mortality.

Because of the high survival of breast cancer patients, it will take several more

years before a decline in breast cancer mortality due to mammography may be

detectable.
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Conclusions

This study developed a surveillance system that combined mammography

utilization and breast cancer information. The results are useful in identifying

population segments with low mammography use, so that women in these

Sl:Jbgroups can be targeted for interventions. If similar data are collected in the

future, they could serve as the basis for a surveillance system to monitor time

trends in mammography utilization, to evaluate future interventions to increase

participation in mammography screening, and to investigate mortality patterns

related to screening. This study has shown that insurance claims have great

potential in the area of cancer prevention, because they allow assessment of

participation in cancer screening for population subgroups and specific

geographic areas.

The findings of this study are consistent with the hypothesis that population

based mammography screening increases reported breast cancer incidence

rates. The ecologic estimates are able to explain an increase of breast cancer

incidence from 200 per 100,000 women 40 years old and older in 1982 to 308

per 100,000 in 1993, if mammography rates were somewhere between 12 and

25% in 1982. The limited evidence supports the idea that mammography

participation was below 20% in the early 1980s.
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It was hypothesized that a proportion of the screen-detected breast cancers may

have never become clinically apparent. This "over-diagnosis" is a serious

concern, since it results in unnecessary treatment and treatment sequelae. One

challenge for future research is to identify characteristics of mammographic

lesions that distinguish cancers that require treatment from relatively benign

cancers that will not influence a woman's life expectancy.
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Appendix A • Tables

Table 1. Age-adjusted Breast Cancer Incidence Rates, Hawaii, 1960 - 1993
By Stage at Diagnosis (per 100,000 Women)

Direct Age-adjustment to 1970 U.S. Population

Year Stages Invasive Total Annual

In-situ Localized Regional Distant Only Rate Change
1960 1.0 19.6 12.9 1.1 33.6 34.7 n.a.

1961 2.3 27.3 14.6 0.8 42.8 45.1 0.30
1962 0.7 24.5 16.8 3.8 45.2 45.9 0.02
1963 0.5 21.9 14.9 3.2 40.0 40.5 -0.12
1964 0.7 21.9 10.6 3.2 35.8 36.6 -0.10
1965 1.7 23.6 18.1 1.8 43.4 45.1 0.23
1966 1.8 22.1 20.6 2.7 45.4 47.2 0.05
1967 2.6 33.1 18.7 3.5 55.3 57.9 0.23
1968 2.9 23.4 22.0 6.8 52.2 55.1 -0.05
1969 1.9 26.6 22.4 3.2 52.2 54.1 -0.02
1970 3.4 33.5 19.2 3.1 55.8 59.2 0.10
1971 4.1 34.5 24.4 4.0 62.9 67.1 0.13
1972 3.8 32.0 23.2 2.8 58.0 61.8 -0.08
1973 6.8 46.5 20.1 3.3 70.0 76.8 0.24
1974 8.1 38.1 29.0 4.9 72.1 80.2 0.04
1975 11.9 37.4 24.5 6.5 68.4 80.3 0.00
1976 9.1 39.3 22.6 3.5 65.4 74.5 -0.07
1977 4.5 43.6 25.1 4.6 73.3 77.8 0.04
1978 5.0 39.9 21.3 6.4 67.6 72.7 -0.07
1979 4.2 42.4 24.6 6.2 73.2 77.4 0.07
1980 4.1 43.1 24.5 4.2 71.8 75.9 -0.02
1981 7.2 36.9 26.7 6.0 69.6 76.8 0.01
1982 4.1 43.5 24.8 5.4 73.7 77.9 0.01
1983 4.5 39.0 27.5 6.4 72.9 77.4 -0.01
1984 4.9 46.3 25.3 3.9 75.5 80.4 0.04
1985 9.3 52.6 30.4 5.7 88.8 98.0 0.22
1986 13.8 63.3 32.2 3.9 99.4 113.2 0.16
1987 19.7 66.1 27.3 3.6 97.0 116.7 0.03
1988 18.1 60.1 27.8 4.9 92.9 111.0 -0.05
1989 15.0 61.3 28.9 3.4 93.7 108.6 -0.02
1990 13.4 60.7 29.9 5.7 96.4 109.8 0.01
1991 15.5 68.9 23.8 4.2 97.0 112.4 0.02
1992 20.6 65.0 23.8 5.0 93.8 114.4 0.02
1993 17.9 73.4 24.7 3.4 101.5 119.4 0.04
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Table 2. Breast Cancer Incidence Attributable to Mammography Screening
Summary of Literature (Adapted from Newcomb and Lantz52

)

Author Years Data Source Results Comments

White, 1974-78 Seattle-Puget All of increase in women 45-64 Assumed single
199053 1986-87 Sound SEER, attributable to mammography, only lead time, did not

telephone survey 50% in older and younger women include long-term
explained by mammography trend

Glass, 1960-85 HMO, Only a third of 15% recent Registry not
199055 medical records increase due to screening, long- population-based,

term increase unexplained small study

Lantz, 1982-88 Wisconsin Overall 74% of increase explained Assumed a log-
199156 statewide registry, by mammography, more in normal distribution

BRFSS, postmenopausal than in of lead times for
telephone survey premenopausal women pre- and

postmenopausal
women (14 and
42 months)

Liff, 1979-86 Atlanta SEER, Mammography accounted for 20- May have
199157 medical records 40% of rising incidence among underestimated

for sample of 400 white women and only 13-25% mammography
among blacks, these percentages through use of
were asymptomatic lesions records

Feuer, 1973-97 SEER sites, Mammography accounts for more Included age-
199254 1940-87 Connecticut than the observed incidence specific lead times

ACS survey

Newcomb, 1973-89 SEER sites, Screening effectiveness is Includes review of
199352 1982-91 Wisconsin demonstrated by the decline of previous

BRFSS mortality rate starting in 1990 publications

Miller, 1973-90 SEER sites, Long-term 1% increase in Review of
199458 1940-90 Connecticut incidence in women over age 40, previous

rapid 4% per year rise in the 1980s publications
largely attributable to early
detection, incidence has leveled off
since 1987
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Table 3. Participation in Mammography Screening
By Age Group, BRFSS, Hawaii, 1987 - 1993

Age Year Mammogram
Group

Ever Last 2
Years

40 -49 1990 63% 57%

1991 73% 65%

1992 71% 59%

1993 81% 71%

50 -64 1990 70% 64%

1991 75% 71%

1992 81% 70%

1993 80% 71%

65 + 1990 66% 59%

1991 75% 61%

1992 75% 68%

1993 82% 71%

40+ 1987 52% 38%

1989 69% 60%

1990 67% 60%

1991 74% 67%

1992 76% 66%

1993 81% 71%
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Table 4. Hawaii's Health Insurance Market, 1993 (adapted from HMSA113
)

Category Members Percent
Population

PRIVATE BUSINESS
HMSA 604,674 53.7%
Kaiser 187,889 16.7%
Commercial 55,500 4.9%
Queen's Plan 45,000 4.0%

HDS-Medical 50,500 4.5%

Island Care 16,662 1.5%

TOTAL 960,225

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
SHIP 21,843 1.9%

CHAMPUS 84,800 7.5%

Medicare 126,387 11.2%

Medicaid 110,812 6.8%

TOTAL 343,842

PRIVATE + PUBLIC 1,304,067 115.7%
UNINSURED 46,201 4.1%

TOTAL COVERAGE 1,350,268 119.8%

POTENTIAL OVERLAP 223,418 19.8%

RESI DENT POP ·L:l?~50
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Table 5. Ethnic Distribution of Population in Hawaii, 1990
Comparison of Data from Census and

Hawaii Health Surveillance Program (HSP)

Ethnicity Census HSP
Percent Percent

Black 2.5 1.5

Caucasian 33.4 24.1

Chinese 6.2 4.7

Filipino 15.2 11.4

Hawaiian/Part Hawaiian 12.5 18.8

Japanese 22.3 20.4

Korean 2.2 1.1

Other 4.4 0.3

Other mixed n.a. 17.5
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Table 6. Procedure Codes Used to Extract Mammography Claims
Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Code Description Number Percent

Diagnostic Mammograms

8737 Mammography 947 0.72

40100 Diagnostic Mammography 115 0.09

76091 Diagnostic Mammography, bilateral 28,255 21.49

76090 Diagnostic Mammography, 12,468 9.48
unilateral

Screening Mammograms

Z5026 Health Appraisal A, Mammography 30 0.02

Z5027 Health Appraisal B, Mammography 16 0.01

Z5030 Health Pass Mammogram 2,035 1.55

Z8003 Screening Mammography 2,998 2.28

40300 Screening Mammography 57 0.04

76092 Screening Mammography 84,569 64.32
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Table 7. Hawaii Post Office Box ZIP Codes with Geographic Assignment

POB Assigned Description POB Assigned Description
ZIP Code ZIP ZIP Code ZIP

96703 96746 Anahola 96824 96825 Aina Haina
96714 96722 Hanalei 96827 96817 Chinatown
96715 96766 Hanamaulu 96828 96826 Moiliili
96721 96720 Hilo 96830 96815 Waikiki
96731 96762 Kahuku 96835 96816 Kapahulu
96733 96732 Kahului 96836 96815 Eaton Square

96738 96743 Waikoloa 96837 n.a. Uptown
96739 96740 Keauhou 96838 96818 Main
96745 96740 Kailua Kona 96839 96822 Manoa
96751 96740 Kealia 96840 n.a. Haw Electric
96754 96722 Kilauea 96841 n.a. Haw Tel
96759 96707 Kunia 96842 n.a. Haw Gas
96765 96756 Lawai 96843 n.a. Board of Water
96767 96761 Lahaina 96844 96822 UH
96784 96732 Puunene 96845 n.a. Liberty House
96788 96768 Pukalani 96846 n.a. BOH

96801 96813 Downtown 96847 n.a. FHB
96802 96813 Downtown 96848 n.a. EWC

96803 96813 Downtown 96849 n.a. Bankcorp

96804 96813 Downtown 96850 96813 Fed Bldg

96805 96813 Downtown 96853 96818 Hickam

96806 96813 Downtown 96854 96786 Wheeler

96807 96813 Downtown 96857 96786 Schofield

96808 96813 Downtown 96858 96819 Shafter
96809 96813 Downtown 96859 96819 TAMC

96810 96813 Downtown 96860 96797 Pearl Harbor

96811 96813 Downtown 96861 96701 Camp Smith

96812 96813 Downtown 96862 96707 Barbers

96820 96818 Main 96863 96744 Kanehoe
96823 96822 Makiki 96898 n.a. Wake lsI.
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Table 8. Data Sources for Mammography Claims, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Payor All Mammograms Screening

Number Percent Mammograms

Blue Cross/Blue Shield 71,267 54.2 49,151

Other Private 2,804 2.1 1,258

Kaiser Permanente 31,755 24.2 26,492

Medicare 20,941 15.9 10,472

Medicaid 3,796 2.9 2,304

CHAMPUS 927 0.7 435

Total 131,490 100.0 90,112
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Table 9. Mammography Rates by County and Age Group
By Year and Mammography Type, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Year Age County State
Group Hawaii Oahu Kauai Maui Rate Number

1992 40 -49 23.0 21.2 19.0 14.5 20.7 16609

50 -64 28.2 30.7 27.0 21.4 29.4 22624

65+ 28.4 27.9 16.0 13.9 26.1 18472

All Ages 26.5 26.6 20.8 16.7 25.4 57705

1993 40 -49 23.1 22.1 21.7 24.0 22.3 18616

50 - 64 29.0 32.4 30.9 33.4 32.0 25214

65 + 28.8 28.8 17.5 25.2 27.9 20409

All Ages 26.9 27.8 23.6 27.7 27.5 64239

1992/93 40-49 41.1 38.3 39.5 35.8 38.4 31445
Overall

50 -64 43.5 45.7 48.2 43.3 45.4 35287

65+ 46.0 44.3 31.4 33.9 42.9 30878

All Ages 43.5 42.8 40.0 37.9 42.2 97610

1992/93 40 -49 30.7 30.5 31.4 27.2 30.3 24762
Screening

50 -64 33.6 37.7 37.8 35.1 37.0 28793

65 + 32.0 32.7 23.9 23.1 31.3 22531

All Ages 32.1 33.7 31.3 28.7 32.9 76086
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Table 10. Univariate Statistics and Regression Coefficients for Demographic
Variables, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

(Probability in Cursive)

Variable Mean Std Min Max Utilization Screening Incidence Rate
Dev Rate Rate

Univariate Univariate Univariate Multivariate

Percent of 0.51 0.11 0.15 0.72 0.073 0.080 0.0032 0.0056
population with
any college 0.205 0.068 0.0014 0.004
education

Households with 0.36 0.12 0.11 0.90 -0.0172 -0.154 -0.0023 0.0008
<$30,000 annual

0.0008 0.0001 0.009 00488income

Percent of 0.32 0.14 0.03 0.93 -0.0636 -0.0433 0.00005 -0.0016
population

0.148 0.201 0.9532 0.3233Caucasian

Percent of 0.12 0.09 0.02 0.67 -0.0391 -0.040 -0.0016 0.0016
population

0.595 00479 0.200 0.246Hawaiian

Percent of 0.25 0.11 0.01 0.49 0.214 0.145 0.0031 -0.0010
population

0.0001 0.0006 0.0012 0.521Japanese

Urban residence 0.70 0.46 0.00 1.00 0.020 0.025 0.0005 0.0005

(no/yes) 0.149 0.020 0.033 0.131

Mammography 0.57 0.50 0.00 1.00 -0.006 -0.0006 -0.0003 -0.00004
facility in area 0.629 0.954 0.245 0.839

Missing Kaiser 0.08 0.28 0.00 1.00 -0.046 -0.046 -0.0003 0.0002
data 0.045 0.009 0.509 0.656

High (>15%) 0.63 0.49 0.00 1.00 0.006 0.008 -0.0003 -0.0003
proportion military 0.657 00439 0.207 0.145

High (>15%) 0.40 0.49 0.00 1.00 -0.010 -0.008 -0.0006 0.0002
proportion Filipino 00421 00400 0.013 0.563

Mammography 0.42 0.07 0.09 1.54 n.a. 1.221 0.0074 0.0054
utilization 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

Age 50 to 64 0.34 20.9 0 1 0.049 0.063 0.0003 0.0010

0.0002 0.0001 0.185 0.0001

Age 65 and older 0.31 20.5 0 1 0.011 -0.023 0.0017 0.0021

00433 0.302 0.0001 0.0001
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Table 11. Factors Related to Mammography Utilization, Hawaii, 1992 -1993
Results of Multiple Linear Regression

Dependent Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard

Variable R2 R2 Estimate Error

All Missing Kaiser data 0.01 0.01 -0.061 0.024

Mammograms Age 50 to 64 0.06 0.07 0.047 0.014

Percent of population 0.06 0.13 0.176 0.055
Japanese

Age 65 and older 0.03 0.16 0.047 0.014

Households with 0.03 0.19 -0.192 0.052
<$30,000 annual
income

Urban residence 0.01 0.20 -0.032 0.016
(no/yes)

Intercept n.a. n.a. 0.437 0.030

Screening Missing Kaiser data 0.03 0.03 -0.041 0.016

Mammography Age 50 to 64 0.16 0.19 0.062 0.009

Households with 0.06 0.25 -0.132 0.035
<$30,000 annual
income

Percent of population 0.02 0.27 0.097 0.039
Japanese

Intercept n.a n.a 0.335 0.019

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Caucasian, or Filipino population, percent of
persons 25 years and older with any college education, mammography
facility in ZIP code area, percent of population in military.
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Table 12. Breast Cancer Incidence by County and Age Group
Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Numbers are for 2 Years, Rates are Annual per 100,000 Women

Age County State
Group Hawaii Honolulu Kauai Maui

40 -49 Number 35 221 11 22 289

Rate 199 180 139 144 177

50 - 64 Number 36 403 22 38 499

Rate 205 342 322 284 321

65 + Number 64 459 24 56 603

Rate 383 429 322 433 419

All Ages Number 135 1083 57 116 1391

Rate 258 314 260 283 302
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Table 13. Demographic Variables Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Dependent Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard

Variable R2 R2 Estimate Error

Breast Cancer Age 65 and older 0.22 0.22 0.0023 0.0002
Incidence

Age 50 to 64 0.13 0.35 0.0014 0.0002

Percent of population 0.04 0.39 0.0021 0.0008
with any college
education

Households with 0.01 0.40 -0.0015 0.0008
<$30,000 annual
income

Intercept n.a. n.a. 0.0013 0.0006

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Caucasian, Japanese, or Filipino population,
urban residence, mammography facility in ZIP code area, percent of
population in military.
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Table 14. Relation of Mammography Utilization and Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Simple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Coefficients of Determination by Age and Stage at Diagnosis

Age Type Stage All
Group

Localized Advanced StagesIn situ

40-49 All 0.00 0.08 0.06 0.06
Screening 0.00 0.10 0.06 0.05

50 - 64 All 0.06 0.32 0.02 0.23
Screening 0.03 0.21 0.01 0.20

65+ All 0.03 0.20 0.00 0.20
Screening 0.02 0.20 0.02 0.21

All Ages All 0.03 0.26 0.05 0.21
Screening 0.01 0.13 0.04 0.13
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Table 15. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

All Ages and Stages

Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard
R2 R2 Estimate Error

Model 1 Mammography utilization 0.23 0.23 0.0060 0.0009

Age 65 and older 0.18 0.41 0.0021 0.0002

Age 50 to 64 0.05 0.46 0.0009 0.0002

Percent of population with 0.04 0.50 0.0029 0.0007
any college education

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0020 0.0005

Model 2 Age 65 and older 0.22 0.22 0.0023 0.0002

Screening mammography 0.20 0.42 0.0074 0.0012

Age 50 to 64 0.04 0.46 0.0009 0.0002

Percent of population with 0.03 0.49 0.0027 0.0007
any college education

Intercept n.a n.a -0.0018 0.0004

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Caucasian, Japanese, or Filipino population,
urban residence, mammography facility in ZIP code area, percent of
households with less than $30,000 annual income.
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Table 16. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

By Stage at Diagnosis, All Mammograms

Stage Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard
R2 R2 Estimate Error

In situ Missing Kaiser data 0.02 0.02 0.0004 0.0001

Urban residence 0.07 0.09 0.0003 0.00007

Mammography 0.02 0.11 0.0005 0.0003
utilization

Mammography facility 0.02 0.13 -0.0001 0.00006
in area

Age 0.03 0.16 0.0004 0.00008

Intercept n.a. n.a. 0.00003 0.0001

Localized Age 65 and older 0.21 0.21 0.0014 0.0001

Mammography 0.17 0.38 0.0041 0.0007
utilization

Percent of population 0.04 0.42 0.0019 0.0005
with any college

Age 50 to 64 0.03 0.45 0.0005 0.0001

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0015 0.0003

Advanced Age 65 and older 0.09 0.09 0.0005 0.00009

Age 50 to 64 0.07 0.16 0.0003 0.00008

Mammography 0.03 0.19 0.0011 0.0004
utilization

Intercept n.a n.a -0.0000 0.0002

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Japanese, Caucasian, or Filipino population,
percent of households with less than $30,000 annual income, high
proportion of military.
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Table 17. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

By Stage at Diagnosis, Screening Mammograms

Stage Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard
R2 R2 Estimate Error

In-situ Missing Kaiser data 0.02 0.02 0.0001 0.0001

Households with 0.14 0.16 -0.0006 0.0002
<$30,000 annual
income

Age 0.06 0.22 0.0004 0.00007

Urban residence 0.02 0.24 0.0001 0.00007

High (>15%) proportion 0.01 0.25 -0.0001 0.00007
military

Intercept n.a. n.a. 0.0005 0.0001

Localized Screening 0.25 0.25 0.0051 0.0008
mammography

Age 65 and older 0.21 0.46 0.0015 0.0002

Percent of population 0.05 0.50 0.0019 0.0004
with any college
education

Age 50 to 64 0.03 0.53 0.0005 0.0001

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0015 0.0003

Advanced Age 65 and older 0.09 0.09 0.0005 0.00009

Screening 0.08 0.17 0.0017 0.0005
mammography

Age 50 to 64 0.03 0.20 0.0002 0.00008

Intercept n.a n.a -0.0000 0.0002

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Japanese, Caucasian, or Filipino population,
percent of households with less than $30,000 annual income, or
mammography facility in area.
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Table 18. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

By Age Group, All Mammograms

Age Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard
R2 R2 estimate Error

40 - 49 Missing Kaiser data 0.02 0.02 -0.0002 0.0003

Mammography 0.06 0.08 0.0028 0.0012
utilization

Percent of population 0.04 0.12 0.0016 0.0008
with any college
education

Mammography facility 0.03 0.15 0.0003 0.0002
in area

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0003 0.0007

50 - 64 Mammography 0.36 0.36 0.0073 0.0015
utilization

Percent of population 0.07 0.43 0.0041 0.0014
with any college
education

Mammography facility 0.02 0.45 -0.0005 0.0003
in area

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0019 0.0006

65+ Mammography 0.24 0.24 0.0086 0.0017
utilization

High (>15%) proportion 0.04 0.28 -0.0007 0.0004
military

Intercept n.a n.a 0.0008 0.0007

* The fol1owing variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Japanese, or Filipino population, urban
residence, mammography facility in ZIP code area, percent of households
with less than $30,000 annual income.
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Table 19. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

By Age Group, Screening Mammograms

Age Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard
R2 R2 estimate Error

40-49 Missing Kaiser data 0.02 0.02 -0.0002 0.0003

Screening 0.04 0.06 0.0029 0.0016
mammography

Percent of population 0.03 0.09 0.0014 0.0009
with any college
education

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0002 0.0006

50 -64 Percent of population 0.22 0.22 0.0044 0.0014
with any college
education

Screening 0.08 0.30 0.0078 0.0025
mammography

Mammography facility 0.03 0.35 -0.0006 0.0003
in area

Intercept n.a. n.a. -0.0016 0.0008

65 + Mammography 0.27 0.27 0.0120 0.0004
utilization

High (>15%) proportion 0.02 0.30 -0.0006 0.0004
military

Intercept n.a n.a 0.0007 0.0007

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Japanese, or Filipino population, urban
residence, percent of households with less than $30,000 annual income.
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Table 20. Summary of Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Linear Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Coefficients of Determination by Age and Stage at Diagnosis
Bold Variables are also Significant in Logistic Model

Age Stage
Group

In situ Localized Advanced All Stages

40 -49 Coli 0.05 Miss 0.13 Miss 0.05 Miss 0.02
MU 0.11 MF 0.10 MU 0.06
Coli 0.05 Urb 0.08 Coli 0.04

MF 0.03

50 -64 MU 0.03 Coli 0.20 Miss 0.02 MU 0.37
MU 0.07 MF 0.13 Coli 0.07

Urb 0.09 MF 0.02
MU 0.02

65 + Haw 0.22 MU 0.23 Haw 0.05 MU 0.24
Low 0.06 Mil 0.02 Coli 0.03 Mil 0.04
Mil 0.04 Fil 0.02
MF 0.02

All Ages Urb 0.07 Age 0.25 Age 0.16 MU 0.23
MU 0.02 MU 0.17 MU 0.03 Age 0.24
MF 0.02 Coli 0.04 Coli 0.04

Coli Percent of population with any college education
Fil High (>15%) proportion Filipino
Haw Percent of population Hawaiian
MF Mammography facility in area
Mil High (>15%) proportion military
Miss Missing Kaiser data
MU Mammography utilization
Urb Urban residence
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Table 21. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Simple and Multiple Logistic Regression

Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

Multivariate Univariate

Parameter Standard Prob Parameter Standard Prob

Variable Estimate Error Chi2 Estimate Error Chi2

Intercept -8.001 0.578 0.0001 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Percent of population 1.324 0.626 0.0343 1.080 0.249 0.0001
with any college
education

Households with -0.119 0.337 0.7257 -0.784 0.221 0.0004
<$30,000 annual
income

Percent of population 0.424 0.546 0.4379 0.0151 0.187 0.9358
Caucasian

Percent of population 1.252 0.594 0.0351 -0.589 0.336 0.0795
Hawaiian

Percent of population 0.622 0.595 0.2961 1.059 0.241 0.0001
Japanese

Urban residence 0.177 0.104 0.0882 0.177 0.061 0.0036

(no/yes)

Mammography 0.030 0.063 0.6345 -0.086 0.054 -0.0235
facility in area

Missing Kaiser data 0.039 0.138 0.7789 -0.092 0.102 0.3656

High (>15%) -0.143 0.070 0.0406 -0.095 0.055 0.0844
proportion military

High (>15%) 0.126 0.110 0.2563 -0.190 0.056 0.0007
proportion Filipino

Mammography 1.197 0.255 0.0001 1.721 0.184 0.0001
utilization

Age 50 to 64 0.523 0.076 0.0001 0.101 0.056 0.070

Age 65 and older 0.813 0.074 0.0001 0.530 0.054 0.0001
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Table 22. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Logistic Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

By Age Group, All Mammograms

Age Significant Variables* Parameter Standard Prob
Estimate Error Chi2

All Ages Missing Kaiser data -0.0404 0.1096 0.7124

Mammography utilization 1.2934 0.2239 0.0001

Percent of population with 1.1835 0.2557 0.0001
any college

High proportion of military -0.1163 0.0593 0.0499

Age 50 to 64 0.5171 0.0758 0.0001

Age 65 and older 0.8045 0.0730 0.0001

Intercept -7.3841 0.1683 0.0001

40 -49 Missing Kaiser data -0.3090 0.2442 0.2058

Mammography Utilization 1.1187 0.5464 0.0406

Intercept -6.7499 0.2251 0.0001

50 -64 Missing Kaiser data -0.0397 0.1790 0.8247

Mammography utilization 1.3788 0.4087 0.0007

Percent of population with 1.8125 0.4222 0.0001
any college

Intercept -7.3147 0.2901 0.0001

65 + Missing Kaiser data 0.2130 0.1494 0.1538

Mammography utilization 1.4087 0.2902 0.0001

Intercept -6.1062 0.1397 0.0001

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Japanese, Caucasian, or Filipino population,
percent of households with less than $30,000 annual income, or
mammography facility in area.
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Table 23. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Incidence
Results of Multiple Logistic Regression, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993

By Stage at Diagnosis, All Mammograms

Stage Significant Variables* Parameter Standard Prob
Estimate Error Chi2

In-situ Missing Kaiser data 0.4348 0.2881 0.1312

Urban residence 0.5795 0.1918 0.0025

Mammography facility -0.3359 0.1341 0.0123
in area

Age 50 to 64 0.5256 0.1733 0.0024

Age 65 and older 0.6145 0.1726 0.0004

Intercept -8.2929 0.2152 0.0001

Localized Age 65 and older 0.8953 0.0955 0.0001

Mammography 1.4210 0.2718 0.0001
utilization

Percent of population 1.2583 0.3302 0.0001
with any college

Missing Kaiser data -0.0534 0.1402 0.7036

Age 50 to 64 0.5352 0.1001 0.0001

Intercept -8.1231 0.2156 0.0001

Advanced Age 65 and older 0.7625 0.1466 0.0001

Age 50 to 64 0.5200 0.1521 0.0006

Missing Kaiser data 0.1236 0.1964 0.5291

Mammography 0.9747 0.4834 0.0438
utilization

Intercept -8.1176 0.2261 0.0001

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Hawaiian, Japanese, Caucasian, or Filipino population,
percent of households with less than $30,000 annual income, high
proportion of military.
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Table 24. Comparison of Actual and Model-Predicted Breast Cancer
Incidence Rates (per 100,000 Women 40 + Years)

Hawaii, 1982 - 1993

Year Breast Mammography Predicted Rates
Cancer Rate

Incidence Linear Logistic

Rate Model Model

1982 200 0.10 111 196

1983 194 0.15 140 209

1984 211 0.20 170 223

1985 249 0.25 200 238

1986 291 0.30 230 254

1987 305 0.35 260 271

1988 283 0.40 290 289

1989 285 0.45 319 308

1990 285 0.50 349 329

1991 290 0.55 379 351

1992 297 0.60 409 374

1993 306 0.65 439 3~9
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Table 25. Breast Cancer Mortality
By Age Group and County, Hawaii, 1990 -1994

Numbers are for 5 Years, Rates are Annual per 100,000 Women

Age County State
Group Hawaii Honolulu Kauai Maui

40 -49 Number 10 55 5 5 75

Rate 23.2 18.2 25.7 13.3 18.7

50 - 64 Number 27 148 4 22 201

Rate 62.2 50.8 23.7 66.5 52.3

65+ Number 35 198 17 38 288

Rate 85.3 75.3 92.6 119.6 81.3

All Ages Number 72 401 26 65 564

Rate 56.1 47.4 45.8 65.0 49.9
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Table 26. Breast Cancer Mortality
By Age Group and Ethnicity, Hawaii, 1990 - 1994

Numbers are for 5 Years, Rates are Annual per 100,000 Women

Age Ethnicity Total
Group Caucasian Chinese Filipino Hawaiian Japanese Others

40 -49 Number 21 2 17 14 16 5 75

Rate 16.9 7.9 31.1 22.0 17.2 13.1 18.8

50 - 64 Number 53 10 29 50 49 10 201

Rate 63.5 34.2 47.6 91.2 37.0 41.2 52.2

65+ Number 118 21 14 36 93 6 288

Rate 156.1 59.2 33.3 102.8 62.4 39.0 81.7

All Ages Number 192 33 60 100 158 21 564

Rate 76.5 33.1 37.6 71.4 38.2 31.0 50.0
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Table 27. Factors Related to Breast Cancer Mortality, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
Results of Multiple Linear and Logistic Regression

Analysis Significant Variables* Partial Model Parameter Standard
R2 R2 Estimate Error

Linear Age 65 and older 0.21 0.21 0.0011 0.0001

Age 50 to 64 0.12 0.33 0.0006 0.0001

Percent of population 0.01 0.34 -0.0007 0.0003
with any college
education

Mammography utilization 0.01 0.35 0.0008 0.0005

Intercept n.a. n.a. 0.0004 0.0003

Logistic Age 65 and older n.a. n.a. 1.4398 0.1443

Age 50 to 64 n.a. n.a. 1.0120 0.1507

Missing Kaiser data n.a. n.a. 0.2737 0.558

Intercept n.a n.a -7.921 0.1292

* The following variables did not meet the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model: Percent Caucasian, Japanese, Hawaiian or Filipino population,
mammography facility in ZIP code area, or percent of households with an
annual income less than $30,000.
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Appendix B - Figures

Figure 1. Age-adjusted Breast Cancer Incidence Rates
By Stage at Diagnosis, Hawaii, 1960 -1993
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Figure 2. Annual Change in Breast Cancer Incidence
Hawaii, 1960 - 1993
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Figure 3. Age-specific Breast Cancer Incidence Rates
Hawaii, 1980 - 1993
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Figure 4. Breast Cancer Incidence, Mortality, and
Mortalityllncidence Ratio

By Ethnicity, Hawaii, 1986 ·1990
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Figure 5. Breast Cancer Suvival
By Ethnicity, Hawaii, 1983 -1988
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Figure 6. Stage at Diagnosis of Breast Cancer
By Ethnicity, Hawaii, 1992 -1993
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Figure 7. Number of Mammography Facilities and Breast
Cancer Incidence, Hawaii, 1960 - 1995
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Figure 8. Populations Included in Mammography Data Set
Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 9. Mammography Utilization by Age Group and
Year, Hawaii, 1992 -1993
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Figure 10. Mammography Utilization by County and Type
Hawaii, 1992 • 1993
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Figure 11. Distribution of Mammography Utilization Rates
By ZIP Code Area and Age Group, Hawaii, 1992 -1993
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Figure 12. Mammography Utilization

By ZIP Code Area, Hawaii, 1992 -1993
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Figure 13. Mammography Utilization

By ZIP Code Area, Island of Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 14. Mammography Utilization

By ZIP Code Area, Island of Oahu, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 15. Mammography Utilization

By ZIP Code Area, Island of Kauai, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 16. Mammography Utilization

By ZIP Code Area, Islands of Maui, Molokai, Lanai, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 17. Breast Cancer Incidence Rates
By County and Age Group, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 18. Breast Cancer Incidence

By ZIP Code Area, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 19. Breast Cancer Incidence

By ZIP Code Area, Island of Hawaii, 1992 -1993
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Figure 20. Breast Cancer Incidence

By ZIP Code Area, Island of Oahu, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 21. Breast Cancer Incidence

By ZIP Code Area, Island of Kauai, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 22. Breast Cancer Incidence

By ZIP Code Area, Islands of Maui, Molokai, Lanai, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 23. Relation between Mammography Use and
Breast Cancer Incidence, Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 24. Comparison of Mammography Rates Estimated
by BRFSS and Claims Data

Hawaii, 1992 - 1993
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Figure 25. Model-Predicted Breast Cancer Incidence
Rates, Hawaii, 1992 -1993
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Figure 26. Mammography Use in Women 40+ Years
According to BRFSS, Hawaii 1982 -1993
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